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� Introduction and scope

��� Introduction

Oceanic lithosphere is continously formed at mid�ocean ridges� It typically shows a layered

structure with a ��	 km thick basaltic crust as the upper layer that is underlain by a �����

km thick harzburgite layer and a ����� km thick lower layer of lherzolite �Nicolas� ����

When oceanic lithosphere is subducted� the basaltic upper layer adapts to the change

in pressure and temperature conditions by transforming to eclogite� To reach eclogite

facies conditions� temperatures in excess of approximately 
��oC and pressures above

��� GPa are necessary �Bucher and Frey� ���� When kinetics is sluggish� however�

transformation might require considerable overstepping of these conditions� Reactions

may be accelerated by the presence of an aqueous �uid� Although poorly constrained

by experimental work �Peacock� ���� complete transformation in subduction zones is

expected at depths ranging between �� km and �� km� In contrast to the basalt� the

eclogite layer has a higher density relative to the adjacent mantle which contributes to

slab�pull forces� This eclogitisation is assumed to be a key factor in plate tectonics� as

it in�uences a variety of aspects related to subduction� as for the instance the rheology�

seismicity� buoyancy or water content of the subducting oceanic crust �e� g� Hacker� ����

The prominent position of the eclogite layer as the upper part of the subducted litho�

sphere explains the importance of its rheological properties� as it is in direct contact with

the base of the overriding lithospheric plate� The knowlegde of the state of stresses within

the eclogite layer is poor� however� Estimates of the stresses vary between a few MPa to

about ��� MPa �Scholz� ���� Molnar and England� ��� Hyndman and Wang� �
�

Ru� and Tichelaar� ��� Peacock� ��� St�ockhert et al�� �	� Wang and He� ��

Piepenbreier and St�ockhert� ������

Peacock ���� found by numerical modelling that the rate of shear heating largely

controls the thermal structure of subduction zones and thus the petrological structure�

The amount of thermal energy is linearly related to the rate of convergence and the shear

stress �Turcotte and Schubert� ������ Scholz ����� showed that for ductile �ow to be an

e�ective mechanism of heat generation� stresses of approximately �
� MPa are required�

provided that a convergence rate of 
 cm�y is maintained over ��� years� Intensive heating
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of the core of such shear zones may promote concentration of deformation and thermal

softening� Molnar and England ���� proposed using heat �ow measurements to con�

strain the magnitude of shear stresses� They concluded that stresses of ��� MPa may be

exceeded�

Philippot and van Roermond ���� presented evidence for the delamination of the

oceanic crust at a depth of ����� km from the microstructures of exhumed rocks� De�

lamination is promoted by the occurrence of relatively weak zones within the crust due

to major changes in rheology �Kearey� �
�� It may be that the deformation becomes

localized within the eclogite layer�

St�ockhert et al� ��	� pointed out the potential for constraining the state of stress

along plate boundaries by analysing naturally�deformed rocks� In their analysis of natural�

ly�deformed rocks� Philippot and van Roermond ���� found that omphacites constitute

interconnected weak layers� This is con�rmed by van der Klauw et al� ��	� and Lorimer

��	��� who showed that garnets are contained as rigid inclusions within a highly strained

omphacite matrix� indicating contrasting strengths of the two main constituents of eclog�

ite �Hacker� ���� Buatier et al� ���� determined that dislocation creep was the dom�

inant deformation mechanism in deformed omphacites by examining the microstructure

and dislocation substructure� Piepenbreier and St�ockhert ������ made similar observa�

tions and constrained the temperatures for deformation in the dislocation creep regime

by thermobarometry and microstructural analysis to below ���oC� In contrast� existing

experimentally�calibrated �ow laws for the pyroxene solid�solution end�member diopside

�e� g� Boland and Tullis� ���� Bystricky and Mackwell� ����� predict unrealistically high

strength for temperatures lower than 	��oC� Higher homologous temperatures �TMelt�T�

for the sodic end�member jadeite and for omphacite suggest lower stresses� being consis�

tent with the �ndings for naturally�deformed rocks �St�ockhert and Renner� ����

��� Scope of the study

The introduction elucidated the importance of eclogite rheology for interplate coupling�

shear heating and the necessity of providing better input parameters for the modelling of

subduction processes �Gerya et al�� ������ Jadeite and omphacite are better indicators for

the prediction of the bulk strength of the eclogite layer than diopside� This was suggested
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by e� g� Piepenbreier and St�ockhert ������ on the basis of microstructural analysis of

naturally�deformed rocks together with considerations on presently available �ow laws for

diopside� Although it has been observed that natural omphacites deform by dislocation

creep� St�ockhert and Renner ���� assumed that dissolution precipitation creep may

be the dominant deformation mechanism in subduction zones at much lower stresses�

Nevertheless� the knowledge of dislocation creep rheology of jadeite will be useful for

constraining the upper limits of shear stresses in the eclogite layer�

It is not expected though� that the mechanical behaviour of omphacite� which is of

primary interest as it is dominant in eclogites� equals the mechanical behaviour of jadeite�

Jadeite is the end�member of the solid�solution series jadeite�diopside� whereas omphacite

is of the intermediate compostion� The dependence of mechanical properties on the com�

position in solid solution is not known at present and needs to be explored� The rheology

of diopside is already constrained by several experimental studies and� as a systematic

approach the rheology of jadeite is investigated here� Investigation of the rheology of the

intermediate omphacite compostion will be the subject of future studies�

Objective of this study is the experimental calibration of a mechanical equation of

state that describes the rheology of jadeite in the dislocation creep regime at conditions

prevailing in subduction zones� Compression tests on polycrystalline samples under high

con�ning pressure were used to constrain the rheological properties� First� the mode

of performing the deformation experiments had to be adjusted with respect to those

employed previously �Konrad� �	� Rybacki et al�� ��� Renner et al�� ������ The

adjustments involved changes in the test assembly as well as the experimental procedure�

Experiments were carried out on synthetic jadeitite samples and on natural jadeitite

samples� The results for the synthetic and natural samples are compared and the relative

merits of the di�erent kinds of samples are shown� Analysis of the deformed natural

samples allows the determination of the critical resolved shear stress for twinning in

jadeite� From the results conclusions are drawn for the rheology of eclogite�
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� Background

��� Phase transformation and crystallization

Overviews of the theories for phase transformations and related aspects are given in the

literature of material sciences �Pelton� ��� Jena and Chaturvedi� ��� Porter and East�

erling� �	�� Application to geological materials is emphasized by Putnis and McConnel

������ Cited works in that section may only serve as examples�

Commonly� theories consider the transition from one crystalline phase to another�

However� the general principles apply also to the transition from a glass to a crystalline

phase� A glass may be de�ned as �an amorphous solid usually formed by the solidi�cation

of a melt without crystallisation� �Hlav�a�c� ��
�� Crystallisation from a glass is controlled

by its melting temperature� the nucleation rate and the crystal growth rate� Here� some

basic principles will be summarized�

Systems aim to minimize their Gibbs free energy G�H�TS� given in terms of enthalpy

H� entropy S and temperature T � to yield an equilibrium state� The basic condition

for a phase transformation to occur is the departure from an equilibrium state �Jena

and Chaturvedi� ���� Adjustment of the system to the new conditions allows further

minimisation of its energy� Transformations may be classi�ed into �rst and second order

transformations by characteristics of the �rst derivative of the Gibbs free energy or by

the structural di�erences of the phases involved �Putnis and McConnel� ����� With the

enthalpy H � U � pV �U � internal energy of the system� p� pressure� V � volume of the

system� the Gibbs free energy is a function of pressure and temperature� Phase diagrams

may then be derived to display the equilibrium conditions of the phases as a function of

pressure and temperature� Provided temperature is high enough to allow for reasonable

fast kinetics� a glass crystallizes when subject to pressure and temperature conditions

below the liquidus� as the crystalline phase exhibits a lower Gibbs free energy� Thermal

�uctuations may randomly generate nuclei of the stable phase �homogeneous nucleation�

or nucleation may occur at interfaces to foreign particles� pores or the walls of the container

�heterogeneous nucleation�� The bulk free energy decrease is opposed by the increase of

surface and elastic strain energy with increasing size of the nuclei �Rao and Rao� �	��� An

energy balance shows that a critical radius rc is required for the nuclei to grow further� For
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r � rc the so�called embryo are unstable and disappear� The size of the critical radius is a

function of undercooling� which represents the deviation from equilibrium �Fine� ����� A

similar argument applies to the nucleation rate� which is the number of nuclei appearing

per unit volume of the parental phase per unit of time� With deviation from equilibrium�

a small interval �T is observed �rst� for which the nucleation rate is small or negligible�

This is followed by a rapid increase in nucleation rate with increasing undercooling� until

a critical undercooling is reached� Further undercooling leads to a decrease in nucleation

rate �Hlav�a�c� ��
�� Introduction of crystalline nucleation agents drastically lowers the

required degree of undercooling for crystallisation� The strain energy introduced by the

di�erent speci�c volumes of the relevant phases also a�ects nucleation rate�

Once the radius of a newly formed nucleus exceeds a critical radius it is continuously

growing� The growth rate of the nuclei� i� e� the velocity of the migrating boundaries

obeys the same qualitative dependence on undercooling as the nucleation rate �Hlav�a�c�

��
�� Besides� it is strongly a�ected by the temperature�dependent viscosity of the melt

or glass� A low viscosity provides a poor mobility of the structural units� Surfaces with

high energies exhibit continuous growth� whereas layer growth occurs on smooth� planar

surfaces �Putnis and McConnel� ����� When atoms attach to edges of layers or steps� the

rate of their lateral spreading is a function of the rate of arriving atoms� their motion on

the surface� or on the interfacial reactions� All of these processes are thermally activated�

��� Defects� deformation mechanisms and �ow laws

Estimation of shear strength as the theoretical elastic limit of an ideal crystal structure

predicts stresses on the order of a tenth of the shear modulus �Frenkel� ����� In contrast�

it is observed that the actual elastic limit is several orders of magnitude lower� This con�

tradiction requires the introduction of defects within the lattice of the crystal to account

for intracrystalline plasticity �e� g� Nicolas and Poirier� �	��� Movement of these defects

causes irreversible deformation� Microphysical models aim to predict the macroscopic

behaviour of crystalline solids on the basis of the defect mobility as a function of external

variables� in particular di�erential stress and temperature� From these models� mechani�

cal equations of state� commonly called �ow laws� can be derived� A general mechanical

equation of state relates the strain rate to the applied di�erential stress� temperature�
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grain size� composition� strain and microstructure of the material �Poirier� �����

Some of the basic principles will be outlined below� For a detailed description� the

reader is referred to the rockphysics literature �Nicolas and Poirier� �	�� Rummel� ����

Poirier� ���� Evans and Kohlstedt� ��� Poirier� ��� Ranalli� ���� Most of the

basic concepts have been developed in the �eld of physical metallurgy for simple metallic

structures� With some limitations� principles are similar for the silicates in geological

materials which� however� are more complex in terms of lattice symmetry and bonding�

����� Point defects and di�usion creep

Defects break the periodicity of the crystal structure and can be classi�ed according to

their dimension� Point defects are zero�dimensional defects� One example is a vacancy�

which is an empty lattice site� An atom that does not occupy a regular lattice site

represents an interstitial point defect� On the other hand� a regular lattice site may be

occupied with a foreign atom� an �impurity�� For a given temperature� an equilibrium

number of vacancies exists at the state of minimum free enthalpy of the crystal in the

intrinsic regime� In the extrinsic regime� the concentration of vacancies is determind by

the concentration of impurities� Point defects are charged in ionic crystals and occur in

oppositely charged groups to ensure charge neutrality �Schottky pairs�� For the same

reason� aliovalent impurities require formation of additional point defects� Solid�state

di�usion is the result of migration of point defects� Most deformation processes involving

di�usion rely on the migration of vacancies� Vacancies move to level out gradients in

point defect concentrations that are caused by di�erential stresses �Turcotte and Schubert�

������ Vacancy mobility is given in terms of a di�usion coe�cient and a concentration�

The most prominent deformation mechnisms that rely solely on di�usion are Coble creep

and Nabarro�Herring creep� Coble creep requires the existance of grain boundaries that

serve as pathways for di�usion� For Nabarro�Herring creep vacancies move through the

bulk volume� Nabarro�Herring creep is e�ective at higher temperature than Coble creep as

the activation energy for lattice di�usion is higher than that for grain boundary di�usion

�Poirier� �����

For both mechanisms� the strain rate is a linear function of the applied di�erential

stress� The activation energy for di�usion creep equals the activation energy for self
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di�usion of the slowest moving species in the crystal �Poirier� ����� For the case of

Nabarro�Herring creep� the strain rate is proportional to the inverse of the square of the

grain size �d�� For Coble creep� the strain rate is proportional to ��d�� Both mechanisms

may occur simultaneously with di�erent contributions to the overall strain rate� Di�usion

creep is e�ective at high temperature and a di�erential stress that is low enough to prevent

activation of other deformation mechanisms like dislocation creep �Schmid� ����� Lower

grain size favours di�usion creep�

����� Dislocations and dislocation creep

Dislocations are one�dimensional defects in crystals� A dislocation is described by its

Burgers vector �b and the direction of the dislocation line� The Burgers vector closes a

circuit around the dislocation in a section normal to the dislocation line� For an edge

dislocation the dislocation line and Burgers vector are perpendicular� whereas for a screw

dislocation they are parallel� Mixed dislocations of these end�members do naturally occur

�Hull� �	�� Dislocation lines do not end within a crystal� they either form closed loops

that separate slipped parts of the crystal from unslipped parts� or they end at a surface

or at a dislocation junction� Dislocation loops expand outwards under di�erential stress

until they leave the crystal or encounter obstacles� Due to an elastic distortion of the

crystal lattice in the vicinity of the dislocation line� elastic strain energy is introduced in

the crystal� The energy of a single dislocation is a function of the square of the Burgers

vector magnitude and of the dislocation density� which is the length of dislocation lines

per unit volume� Dislocations interact through their stress �elds� which may impede their

relative motion� As dislocations progressively leave the crystal there is a need for their

multiplication to produce high strain� A commonly quoted mechanism is the Frank�Read

source �Read� ��
�� Dislocation loops are emitted from a segment of a dislocation line

which is pinned at two points and subject to stresses in excess of a critical stress�

Glide of dislocations within the glide plane is impeded by other defects and by the

Peierls force� which results from the periodic potential energy associated with the lattice�

It is caused by the need to break bonds for further migration of the dislocation line�

Migration can be facilated by formation of double kinks� which is thermally activated�

These are bends in the dislocation line� whose lateral spreading is energetically more
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favourable than overcoming the periodic potential energy barrier simultaneously for the

whole dislocation� Dislocation glide is conservative by which no transport of matter is

required� Dislocation glide leads to a hardening of the material with increasing strain� as

the increasing number of dislocations impede each others motion�

At higher temperature the dislocation line acts as a source or sink of vacancies� allow�

ing the dislocation to move out of its original glide plane� This process is called climb� It

is a non�conservative process� as it requires mass transfer� To avoid the need for simulta�

neous removal or addition of whole rows of atoms� jogs are formed� which are analogous

to kinks� They introduce a step in the dislocation line which spreads laterally� The climb

velocity is controlled by thermally activated di�usion of vacancies to or from the dislo�

cation �Poirier� ���� Dislocation climb allows activation of softening mechanisms that

lower the dislocation density and therefore counteract the hardening e�ect of dislocation

glide�

The most common deformation mechanism at elevated temperatures and medium

stresses involves dislocation glide and climb� At such conditions� strain is mainly produced

by the glide of dislocations and the rate controlling process is dislocation climb� When

the contributions of hardening and softening mechanisms are balanced� steady�state creep

that can produce unlimited strain occurs at a constant stress�

A description of the bulk rheology is derived from Orowan�s equation� It is a general

mechanical equation of state which is based on microphysical properties�

�� � � � b � v � ���

It relates the strain rate �� to the density of mobile defects �� their velocity v and a charac�

teristic length b� In the case of dislocation creep� corresponding quantities are the density

of mobile dislocations� the magnitude of their Burgers vector and their climb velocity�

Numerous models have been developed that give these quantities as a function of stress�

temperature� coe�cient of self�di�usion and density of defect sources �Poirier� ����� The

most general is one �rst derived by Weertman ������ For the case of dislocation creep�

the Weertman equation gives the strain�rate as�

�� � ���

�
��

�

�n
exp

�
��HSD

kT

�
� ���

with ��� being a constant� � the shear modulus� n the stress exponent� k the Boltzmann�s
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constant� T the absolute temperature� � the di�erential stress and �HSD � �QSD � pV

the activation enthalpy� QSD is the activation energy of self di�usion of the slowest moving

species� p denotes pressure and V the volume of the system� The pressure dependence

introduced by pV is usually neglected� The stress exponent is predicted to be in the range


 to �� Due to the dependence of �� and ��� equation � is commonly referred to as power

law� It is found empirically that a relation of the following form can be �t to the creep

data� This relation is a special case of equation ��� �Ranalli� ����

�� � A � ��n � exp
�
� Q

RT

�
� �
�

with Q being the molar activation energy of the rate controlling mechanism� A a constant

and R the gas constant� Besides the �t of the data to such a relation� identi�cation of

the mechanism of creep by climb�controlled glide requires the simultaneous appearance

of the following features �Nicolas and Poirier� �	���

� activation energy for creep correponds to the activation energy for self�di�usion of
slowest species�

� stress exponent in the range from 
 to ��

� characteristic steady�state microstructure�

� little or no in�uence of the grain size�

The correspondance of activation energies for creep and di�fusion is well established for

metals �Ashby and Verral� �		�� but is not experimentally proven for geological materials�

One problem is the fact that conditions of di�usion experiments deviate from conditions

under which deformation experiments were carried out� This makes a comparison of

the data di�cult� Recently Chakraborty and Becker ������ have overcome experimental

di�culties and measured an activation energy for Si�di�usion in olivine similar to that

found for climb�controlled dislocation creep �Ricoult and Kohlstedt� �����

For stresses exceeding one thousandth of the shear modulus� strain rates are higher

than that predicted by the power�law �Frost and Ashby� ����� The power law is replaced

by an exponential dependence� leading to�

�� � A � exp �b��� � exp
�
� Q

RT

�
� ���
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This power�law breakdown �Frost and Ashby� ���� is explained by an increasing contri�

bution of dislocation glide to the strain rate� Tsenn and Carter ���	� proposed di�erent

possibilities to estimate the upper limit of applicability of the power law and concluded

that for silicates it holds for stresses up to �b � ������ Evans and Kohlstedt ����

pointed out that only limited data are available to constrain that limit� They gave stresses

ranging from about ��� MPa for calcite rocks up to more than �� GPa for quartz rocks�

����� Mechanical twinning

Mechanical twinning is a deformation mechanism of crystal plasticity which has been

observed for several minerals including plagioclase� calcite and clinopyroxenes� Twin�

ning occurs when the critical shear stress on a twin plane in the appropriate direction

is exceeded� The critical stress does not exhibit a strong dependence on temperature

or strain rate� Mechanical twins occur in naturally and experimentally�deformed rocks�

Raleigh and Talbot ���	� proposed to determine the orientation of the principle stresses

of naturally�deformed rocks from the occurrence of twinning� Tullis ����� pointed out

the merits of using twins as an indicator of stress magnitude� provided critical stresses for

twinning are experimentally calibrated�

����� Method for the determination of ow law parameters

Mechanical data from deformation experiments may be be �tted to a power law equation

as introduced above� The relation �
� was derived from a model and relates the measured

data� which are triplets of di�erential stress ��� temperature T and strain rate �� to the

parameters of the model� In this case the model parameters are the activation energy for

creep Q� the stress exponent n and a preexponential factor A�

Model parameters may be obtained using traditional methods� The parameters are

found by representing the data in plots of ln�� versus ln �� and ln�� versus the inverse

absolute temperature� By �tting lines to the data points� the stress exponent and the

activation energy are obtained� The method o�ers the possibility to identify single data

points that do not �t a general trend� Though widely used� many inadequacies are inherent

to this procedure� The model parameters are found independently by �tting the data at a

constant temperature or strain rate� Only part of the data set is used for the determination
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of one parameter� This is a particular problem when only few data points are available�

Poirier et al� ���� proposed a method which overcomes such drawbacks� The global

inversion method uses all data simultaneously and generally yields more reliable results�

It can account for experimental uncertainties and provides estimates for the uncertainty

of the parameters�

For the inversion of the data� the mechanical constitutive equation is simpli�ed to a

linear inversion problem by taking the natural logarithm of the �ow law �equation 
��

For i � ����N � a set of linear equations is obtained with N denoting the number of data

triplets� For each data set from a single experiment the following equation holds�

ln ��i � lnA � n ln�i �
�Q
R

�

Ti
� ���

In matrix notation one obtains��
BBBB�
ln ���
���

ln ��N

�
CCCCA �

�
BBBB�
�
���

�

ln��
���

ln�N

��T�
���

��TN

�
CCCCA �

�
BBBB�

lnA

n

�Q�R

�
CCCCA ���

which is equivalent to the short form�

�d � G �m � �	�

Herein the model vector �m is traditionally named the set of unknowns and �d is the set of

data �Tarantola and Valette� ����� If no strict inverse of G�� which satis�es

�m � G�� �d ���

can be given� a generalized inverse H � G�� is found by inverting G after decompostion

in its singular values� A numerical approximative procedure is used here to invert the

matrix G� The errors of the components of the model vector �m can be estimated by a

standard Gaussian error analysis� A vector containing the errors of �m can be given using

H �M�uller� ����

�m�
j �

NX
k��

�
�mj

�dk
�dk

��
�

NX
k��

H�
jk�d

�
k � ��

Herein j denotes the components of the model vector and k � ����N denotes the com�

ponents of the vector �d that contains the errors of the components of the data vector�
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Assuming all components of �d have the same error� �d�k is estimated to be�

�d�k � �d
� �

�

N
j��j� ����

with �� � �d � G �m� The magnitude of this vector quanti�es the deviation of measured

data and the data predicted by the model� It can be used to access the quality of the

data �t�
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� Stability �eld and physical properties of jadeite

The single chain silicate jadeite is a clinopyroxene with the general stuctural formula

M�M�Si�O�� The M� sites are occupied by Na atoms and the M� sites are occupied by

Al atoms� Jadeite is of monoclinic symmetry and belongs to the space group C��c� SiO�

tetrahedra are arranged in such a way� that two out of four corners connect to neighbouring

tetrehedra� Within the resulting structure of SiO� chains� the M� atoms are generally

located between the aspices of the tetrahedra and the M� atoms are found between the

bases of the tetrahdra �Putnis and McConnel� ����� Diopside �CaMgSi�O�� has the same

structure� For the intermediate composition of omphacite ordering and disordering of the

atoms on the M� and M� sites may occur �Holland� ��
� Brenker et al�� ������

Jadeite is of major importance for a variety of petrological and geophysical aspects

such as the seismic velocities of eclogitic assemblages or the development of mineralogic

models �Deer� ���� Holland� ���� Kandelin and Weidner� ����� This explains the

early e�orts of Eskola to synthesize jadeite in the ���s �Adams� ��
�� followed by

many other experimentalists �e� g� Yoder� ����� They were not successful� however�

mainly due to the extreme sluggishness of the involved reactions �Boettcher and Wyllie�

����� This motivated attempts to constrain the stability �eld from calculations based

on thermodynamic data �Adams� ��
�� Two reactions are commonly explored�

NaAlSi�O� � NaAlSiO� � �NaAlSi�O�

albite � nepheline � � jadeite

NaAlSi�O� � NaAlSi�O� � SiO�

albite � jadeite � quartz

Robertson et al� ���	� investigated the �rst reaction at temperatures between ���oC and

����oC and for pressures ranging from � GPa to ��� GPa using a Bridgeman�s double press�

The authors used a synthetic glass of jadeite composition as a starting material because

crystallisation was more rapid than it was with natural mineral precurcors� The derived

equilibrium curve is shown in Figure �� Newton and Kennedy ����� used a piston�cylinder

apparatus and natural minerals to investigate the transition at temperatures below ���oC

and pressures below ��	 GPa� They also investigated the reaction albite � jadeite � quartz
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Figure �� Phase equilibria of the relevant reactions ne�ab�qz and ab�jd�qz�

The following abbreviations for the phases are used� ne� nepheline� ab� albite�

qz� quartz� jd� jadeite� Open and closed diamonds indicate data points calcu�

lated by Waterwiese et al� ����� Here� they were �t by a linear regression�

for the same temperature range at pressures up to ��� GPa� Their results are close to those

obtained by Birch and LeComte ������ These authors investigated in the temperature

range from ���oC to ����oC and the pressure range from ��� GPa to ��� GPa� Natural

quartz� albite and jadeite were used as starting materials� Holland ����� used a piston�

cylinder apparatus with NaCl as con�ning medium and prepared his samples from natural

quartz and jadeite as well as from a synthetic jadeite glass� Maximum pressure was 
�


GPa and temperature ranged from ���oC to ����oC� Waterwiese et al� ���� presented a

combined experimental and thermodynamic study of both reactions� From experimentally

derived thermodynamic properties they computed a phase diagram� Zhao et al� ����
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reported on the synthesis of jadeite and diopside in gemstone quality from synthetic

glasses� They investigated a temperature range of ���oC to ���oC and pressures from �

GPa to ��� GPa� The melting temperature of jadeite as a function of pressure has been

determined by Bell ������

Table � compiles physical properties of jadeite aggregates� The full tensor of elastic

properties of jadeite is given by Kandelin and Weidner ������ From these measurements�

upper and lower bounds for an isotropic aggregate can be constrained by Voigt� and Reuss

moduli �Gebrande and Kern� ����� Kumazawa ���� showed that the Reuss� average is

the one to be expected as representative under high pressure�

density � �g�cm�� 
���� � 
����

adiabatic bulk modulus K �GPa� �� � ��
�

�K��p ���	

�K��T �GPa�K� ��		

shear modulus G �GPa� ��� ���

�G��p �����	

�G��T �GPa�K� ����
	

seismic velocity vp �km�s� 	���� � ��	�
��

seismic velocity vs �km�s� ����� � �������

Youngs modulus EV oigt �GPa� ����

Youngs modulus EReuss �GPa� ����

Youngs modulus E �GPa� ����

Table �� Physical properties of jadeite� Aggregate elastic properties de�
rived from single crystal measurements are based on Kandelin and Weidner
������ ��� Christensen und Salisburg ��	��� ��Deer ������ 
� Birch ������
��Kandelin und Weidner ������ �� Simmons und Brace ������ ��Hughes und
Nishitake ���
� � 	�Dorner ���� �� Bradt et al� ��	
� � �Du�y and An�
derson ������
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� Sample material

��� Synthesis of jadeitite aggregates

The necessity for the use of synthetic samples in the deformation experiments is shown

as well as the applied methodology� An overview of the experiments is given and after

introducing the applied methods for the analysis of the samples the results are presented

and discussed� For that purpose� the applied P�T�t paths will be divided into groups and

qualitative descriptions of the microstructures will be given� The e�ect of doping will

be shown� Special attention is attributed to the standard procedure for the synthesis of

appropriate samples for later deformation experiments�

����� Introduction

To contribute to the reliability and reproducibility of the results of the deformation exper�

iments� the samples should meet de�nite requirements� The starting microstructure and

physical properties of the specimens should be similar for each run� The microstructure

should not display any features of deformation such as lattice� or shape�preferred orienta�

tion �Paterson� ��	� Rybacki et al�� ���� Dislocation density should be low� Dislocation

creep is best studied using large grains� where di�usion creep processes are not favoured�

In contrast� grain size should not be larger than ��  of the sample diameter to enable

homogeneous deformation� Larger grain size also facilitates optical microscopy� The grain

size distribution may also have an impact on the rheological behaviour of polycrystalline

material �de Bresser et al�� ������ In order to reduce the number of parameters that

impact the deformation behaviour� it is often desired to work with samples of high purity�

Often synthetic aggregates are chosen for deformation studies as natural material is not

readily available �e� g� synthetic coesite used by Renner et al�� ����� or natural material is

of insu�cient quality �Rybacki et al�� ���� Luan and Paterson ���� demonstrated that

by using a synthetic starting material� good control of the starting grain size is possible�

More generally� Rutter ��
� stressed that there is increasing use of synthetic samples

due to the inherent possibility of controlling chemistry and starting microstructure of

the material� St�ockhert and Renner ���� stated that natural ultra�high pressure rocks

are generally not appropriate as they have been subject to retrogression and deformation
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during exhumation�

To synthesize a material with an appropriate microstructure the nucleation and growth

of the crystals need to be controlled� In�uental parameters are the choice of the starting

material �glass� gel� mixture of oxides�� the pressure�temperature�time path� the �nal

pressure and temperature conditions of the synthesis experiment and the properties of

the starting material� Constraints for the pressure�temperature paths are given by the

relevant phase equilibra�

All synthesis experiments using glass as a starting material begin at conditions that are

far from equilibrium� hence the driving force for crystallization is very high� At present

it is not possible to crystallize jadeite aggregates from a melt with our apparatus due

to temperature limitations� This technique has been used by Zhao et al� ���� and is

reported as a common method by Lofgren ��	��� With this method� crystals can grow

to large sizes because few nuclei are formed�

����� Method

������
�� Preparation of the glass Synthetic samples may be crystallized from

a gel� a glass or a dry mixture of oxides� Edgar ��	
� gives an overview about the relative

merits of the di�erent starting materials� Due to the results of experiments described by

Dorner ��� glass was chosen as a starting material� A detailed description of the

preparation of glasses is given by Schairer ��	
�� For the preparation of the glass the

relevant amounts of the oxides are mixed to allow for the reaction�

Na�CO� � 	�Al�O� � �SiO� � �NaAlSi�O� � CO� �

The water content of 	�Al�O� is determined by heating the material to ����
oC� The

calculated amount of 	�Al�O� is corrected for the weight loss� Generally� batches of

approximately �� g are prepared to minimize weighing errors on the one hand and to

ensure homogeneity on the other hand� Heating of the oxide mixture is done slowly to

prevent sodium from escaping along with the degassing CO� �Seifert and Langer� �	���

The mixture is held ��h at 	��oC� ���oC� ��oC and ����oC prior to fusing at �
��oC for

several hours� The viscous melt is then quenched in water and milled to a grain size below

����m using an agate mortar and pestle� Homogeneity is increased by repeated melting�
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quenching and milling� This is espacially needed in the case of jadeite� as the viscosity of

the melt is high even at a high temperature of �
��oC �Kushiro� �	��� The glass powder

is stored in a drying oven at ���oC� X�ray �uorouescence measurements using a Philips

PW ���� X�ray spectrometer con�rm that the composition of the glass is stochiometric�

Table � shows results for two batches of glass� Deviation from the theoretical composition

is within the limit of error of the measurement�

In some runs� the glass was doped with crystalline material� �rst crystalline jadeitite

was ground to a grain size below �� �m� Twenty wt� of the crystalline powder was then

added to the jadeite glass precursor� Although it is common to use a much smaller wt� 

of doping material� such a high percentage was necessary due to the sluggish nucleation

kinetics� Experiments by Dorner ��� revealed that addition of � wt� crystalline

jadeite had no signi�cant e�ect on the resulting microstructure�

glass SiO� Al�O� Na�O

DEZ�� ��� ���� ���	

JUL�� ��� ���� ����

theoretical ��� ���� ���


Table �� Results of X�ray �uorouescence analysis of two batches of jadeite
glass� given in wt� 

������
�� Sample preparation� apparatus and experimental procedure For

the preparation of the samples� gold capsules with a length of �� mm and an outer

diameter of � mm are �t into a vacuum die� They are then �lled with the glass powder

in two or three steps� each followed by uniaxial pressing for one minute at a pressure

of approximately ��� MPa and subsequently for 
 minutes at about ���� MPa� After

drying the samples at ���oC for at least �� hours� the capsules are mechanically sealed

and stored in the oven�

A piston cylinder apparatus is used for the synthesis experiments� It is equipped with

a servohydraulic�control unit for the con�ning pressure and a programmable controller

for the temperature control� Two or three samples can be synthesized in one run� Dry
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NaCl is used as con�ning medium� Heating is provided by a straight graphite resistance

furnace� A NiCr�Ni thermocouple is positioned so that the temperature is measured at a

level that corresponds to half of the sample heigth� Referring to the results of Getting and

Kennedy ��	��� Renner at al� ��	� assumed that the temperature di�erence between

the sample ends does not exceed 
�oC at ��	�oC� As most experiments of the present study

were carried out at ����oC� temperature di�erences are lower as they correlate with the

maximum temperature� The nominal con�ning pressure is calculated from the readings of

an oil pressure gauge� Mirwald et al� ��	�� showed that pressure corrections with these

cells are negligible provided that lubrication of the cell and the piston is su�cient and

that the pressure is changed slowly�

Following the assemblage of the pressure cell and its insertion into the apparatus�

pressure and temperature conditions are build up simultaneously� After a �xed hold at

the �nal run conditions� pressure and temperature are reduced following the same path

but using higher rates�

����� Overview of synthesis experiments

Fifty synthesis experiments were carried out to optimize the starting microstructure and

to produce samples for deformation tests� The experiments are described according to

the P�T�t path leading to �nal conditions� the run time at �nal conditions and to the

starting material� Table 
 gives an overview over the experiments� A set of �
 exploratory

experiments �JD� to JD�
� is described by Dorner ���� The paths used are also listed

in Table 
� Con�ning pressures in the present study ranged from ���� MPa to 
��� MPa�

while temperature varied from ��oC to ����oC� Di�erent paths were tested �Figures �

and 
�� Run time was generally �� hours� Only for path Ib it was � hours and for Ie

less than � minute� Using path Ia and Ic� a pressure of ���� MPa and a temperature of

����oC was maintained for � hours prior to reaching �nal conditions� Pure glass as well

as doped samples were used�
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Figure �� The di�erent P�T�t paths of the synthesis experiments are denoted by

letters or numbers� Numbers in the legend give heating rates for the segments in
oC�min� numbers stated in minutes give times for isothermal ramp up of pressure�

In addition� extrapolations of two phase equilibria are displayed� the thick solid line

shows the equilibrium alb�jd�qu from Holland �	
��� the dotted line represents

the alb�ne�jd equilibrium �Newton and Kennedy� 	
���
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Figure 
� Paths of synthesis experiments� For explanations see �gure ��
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experiment path doping

JD� A

JD� B

JD	 B

JD
 B

JD� B

JD� C�

JD� B

JD� D

JD� B

JD�� C

JD�� C

JD�� E

JD�	 F

JD�
 G

JD�� G

JD�� H
JD�� I

JD�� Ib

JD�� Ia

JD�� Ia

JD�� Ia

JD�� Ic

JD�	 Id

JD�
 Id

JD�� Id

JD�� Id

JD�� II

JD�� III

JD�� Id

JD	� Ie

JD	� IV

JD	� V

experiment path doping

JD		 VI

JD	
 VI

JD	� IVb

JD	� VIb

JD	� IVc

JD	� �
JD	� �

JD
� IIIa � Id

JD
� C� � Id

JD
� Va

JD
	 IIIb � Va

JD

 IVb � Va

JD
� C� ��� C�

JD
� IIIa � C�

JD
� C��

JD
� IIIa � C��

JD
� IIIa ��� C��

JD�� �

JD�� �b

JD�� Va

JD�	 IIIa � Va

JD�
 IIIa � Va

JD�� C��

JD�� IIIa � C��

JD�� IIIa � C��
JD�� IIIa � C��

JD�� C��

JD�� IIIa � C��

JD�� IIIa � C��

JD�� C��

JD�	 C� � C��

Table 
� Overview of synthesis experiments� The dot indicates that the glass is
doped with �� weight�percent of crystallized jadeitite from earlier experiments�
Brackets indicate that not all samples within a run were doped� The path along
which the doping material has been crystallized is also given� The number after
the hyphen denotes the heating rate in oC�min �e� g� Path C��� corresponds
to ��oC�min��

����� Sample analysis

The procedure and analysis described here applies to deformed samples as well as to un�

deformed reference samples� The length and diameter of the capsules were determined
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using digital calipers� Capsules were weighed and photos were taken for documentation�

One sample of each synthesis run was selected as a reference sample and was divided into

halves along the sample axis� A polished thin section was prepared from one half for opti�

cal microscopy� The grain size could not be determined easily using an optical microscope�

Images of the samples were taken from the thin sections using a scanning electron micro�

scope �SEM� LEO ��
��� Grain boundaries were traced on transparencies� which were

then scanned� Further processing was done using the image analysis software ScionImage

�NIH�� This approach analyses two�dimensional sections of a complex three�dimensional

structure� It is the scope of stereology to draw conclusions concerning the properties of a

structure in space from the analysis of two�dimensional images �Weibel� ��	�� Apparent

small grains in two�dimensional sections may be an e�ect of sectioning� No conclusions

concerning the shape of the grains may directly be drawn� For complex and irregular

shaped objects� stereology o�ers methods for an approximate description of the shape

and� average size parameters are given� For most regular objects� however� quantitative

expressions for the shape and particle size are developed in stereology �Underwood� ����

The diameter of an equal area circle was calculated for each grain and an average

value for all traced grains was reported as a two�dimensional grain size� In addition�

the data were �t to a log�normal distribution and the average logarithmic diameters are

given� Ranalli ����� pointed out that grain sizes are typically distribtuted log�normal�

An average of more than ��� grains per sample was used for grain size determination�

Heilbronner and Bruhn ���� showed that a two�dimensional grain size distribution may

not be appropriate when grain size and grain size distribution a�ect the rheology� For

this study determination of a two�dimensional grain size was su�cient as it allowed to

detect wether changed conditions in the synthesis procedure led to a di�erent grain size�

Preparation of samples for electron�backscatter di�raction measurements �EBSD� in�

volved mechanical and chemical polishing of the thin sections with a colloidal silica

�SYTON� and subsequent coating with a thin carbon layer �Prior et al�� ��� Pole �g�

ures were generated from automated EBSD measurements� which are described in Chapter

������ Manual EBSD measurements were also performed to investigate mechanical twin�

ning �Chapter ��
���� The accelerating voltage was �� kV� sample tilt was 	�o and the

distance between the sample and the gun was �� mm� Indexing of the EBSD patterns
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was done automatically by the HKL software CHANNEL � �Schmidt and Olesen� ����

The remaining half of the reference sample was split into two pieces� One was ground

to a �ne powder for structural analysis using X�ray di�raction measurements� A Siemens

APD D��� was used� The remaining piece was used for Fourier Transform Infrared�

spectroscopy �FTIR� to determine the water content� or� otherwise for transmission elec�

tron microscopy analysis �TEM�� FTIR�measurements were done on polished slabs with

a thickness of approximately ��� �m using an IFS��� Bruker Fourier transform infrared

spectrometer �den Brok et al�� ����

����� Results and discussion of the synthesis experiments

The synthesis experiments of the present study yield two distinct types of microstructures�

one type is characterized by a �ne grain size and the other type is characterized by

spherulites� The small grains are di�cult to analyse by optical microscopy and minor

changes that may result from the in�uence of a di�erent P�T�t path are di�cult to detect�

Except for the spherulitic aggregates no crystallographically preferred orientations are

observed� Microstructures are reproducible from run to run and identical in di�erent

samples from the same run� The overall appearance of the microstructures is generally

homogeneous throughout the whole sample�

For some paths the average grain size and aspect ratio were determined� They are

compiled in Table �� The grain size distributions do not always obey a log�normal relation

�Figure ��� Therefore� standard two�dimensional grain sizes were given in addition to the

log�normal average and standard deviation� The �t of the data was obtained by plugging

the average logarithmic grain size !x and standard deviation � into an equation of the

form�

w�x� �
�p
�
�

� exp
�
��x� !x�

�

���

�
� ����

The microstructures obtained along paths A� B� C� D� E and F are very similar� though

the �nal pressures ranged from ��� GPa to 
�� GPa� The average grain size varies between

� �m and � �m� A precise description of the shape of the grain boundaries is not possible

by optical microscopy� as several layers of grains lay on top of each other within the 
� �m

thick thin section� Images taken with the SEM reveal straight grain boundaries �Figure

�a��
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Figure �� Grain size distribution for two samples� a� The grain size distri�
bution for sample JD��A is not symmetric and does not obey a log�normal
distribution� b� The �t for sample JD
��B is better�

Microstructures from paths G and H are similar to those from paths A � F� even though

temperatures were higher �up to ��	� oC�� indicating that crystallization may already be

completed at temperatures below ���� oC� Nucleation in a highly reactive glass will start

as soon as the temperature is high enough to allow for di�usion� This is consistent with

the observations from L�uttge et al� ����� who reported that the initial heating stage is

instrumental in determining the crystallization characteristics� Higher heating rates as

employed in path VIb and VI do not lead to substantial di�erences in microstructures�

Experiment JD

 following path VI� was terminated at a temperature of approximately

���oC� Optical inspection of the thin section showed that more than � of the glass had

already crystallized� Paths IV and IVc also lead to a �ne�grained microstructure� The

isothermal pressure increase of ��
 GPa at 	��oC does not seem to have any in�uence on

the resulting microstructure� which is similar to the ones described above� In combination

with observations from experiment JD

� the predominant nucleation period may be

constrained to temperatures between 	��oC and ���oC�

Though similar to Path C� Path 	a also leads to a �ne�grained microstructure� How�

ever� it is observed that in some regions single grains are arranged into radial structures�

This e�ect is more pronounced for Path 	b and � �Figure �b�� Images taken with the

SEM show straight high�angle grain boundaries and abundant rational grain boundaries
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sample path doping grain size aspect�

logarithmic inv�log�av� ��m� standard ��m� ratio

JD��B B �������
� ��� ������ ��	�

JD��A C�� �������
� 
�� ������� ��	�

JD���C E �������
 ��� ������� ����

JD�
�C F �������
	 ��� ������� ��	�

JD
��B VI � �������� �� �����	��
JD
	�A IVc �������
	 
�� ����
�� ����

JD
	�B IVc �������
� 
�� ��	�
�� ��	


JD
�� � ��
���

 ��� 
�����	 ��	�

JD���A IIIa ��������� 	�� ������� ����

JD���C IIIa � ��������� ���� ���	����� ����

JD���A C�� � �������
� 
�� ������� ��	

JD���B C�� ��������	 
�� ��
�
�
 ���

JD���B Va �������
� 
�� ��	�
� ����

JD���B IIIa � �������
 �
�� ������
��
JD��A IIIa � ��������� ���� ���������
JD�� 	b ��
���
� ��� 
������ ���

JD�
�C IIIa � �������
� ���� �
������
 ����

JD�� C��� ���	���
� 
�� ������� ��	�

JD���A IIIa � �������

 ���� �
����� ����

JD�	�C IIIa � ��
���
� ��� �������� ����

JD� C��� �������
� ��� 
����� ���

Table �� Grain size of synthesized samples� � denotes that glass was doped
with �� wt� of crystallized jadeite� The inverse of the logarithmic average is
given also�

from idiomorphic crystals� A similar microstructure is obtained using Path Va� Increasing

the heating rate of Path Va by a factor of �� to ��oC�min �Path V� leads to an entirely

spherulitic microstructure �Figure �c��
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Experiments where the stability �eld of jadeite is entered by an isothermal increase of

pressure at the �nal run temperature lead to microstructures which are characterized by

spherulitic growth of crystals� One spherulite is considered as one grain that grows from

a single nucleus� From that� a low nucleation rate can be inferred from the occurrence of

large spherulites� In general� the single blades or �bres of the spherulites di�er slightly in

orientation from each other �Lofgren� �	��� A spherulite growth theory was developed by

Keith and Padden ����� for organic polymers� They pointed out� however� that it cannot

easily be applied to silicate systems� They also studied silicate melts and observed that

the di�erent forms of spherulites are dependent on a particular set of growth conditions�

They correlated spherulites with rapid quenching of melts and established relationships

between the degree of undercooling and the shape of the spherulites�

Paths I� Ia� Ib� Id� II� III lead to di�erent forms of spherulites with varying blade

widths� The diameter of spherulites varies from �� �m to a maximum of 	�� �m �Figure

�d�� Experiment JD
� �Path Ie� was terminated shortly after reaching the �nal temper�

ature� but before the pressure was raised to a value within the jadeite stability �eld� In

this manner� the microstructure from which spherulites are derived can be investigated�

Many grains are extremely �ne with an average grain size well below � �m� X�ray di�rac�

tion analysis reveals albite and nepheline besides jadeite� In contrast X�ray analysis of

spherulitic samples only reveals jadeite� That means that the jadeite spherulites grow

from a mixture of crystalline jadeitite� albite and nepheline� For the paths mentioned

above it takes approximately one hour to ramp up to the �nal pressure conditions once

the �nal run temperature is achieved� However� if pressure is ramped up slowly over four

hours �path IIIa� no spherulites develop and a �ne�grained microstructure is obtained

�Figure �e�� With the slower ramp up of pressure� the glass is longer exposed to the

conditions� where nucleation rates are high and likewise more nucleii emerge �Chapter

�����

Another approach to in�uence the microstructure is doping or seeding� which involves

adding crystalline jadeitite to the glass to overcome barriers to nucleation� Doping and

following path C does not yield a distinctly higher average grain size� although an e�ect is

observed in the logarithmic representaion �Table ��� The overall appearance is determined

by the larger grains �Figure �f�g�� Presumably� they represent the original grains and
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correlate with a local maximum in the grain size distribution at approximately �� �m�

From optical inspection the doped sample crystallized along Path IIIb seems to display a

higher average grain size than that obtained for the undoped case �Figure �h�� A similar

result is obtained when comparing seeded and unseeded samples using Path IVb� For

Path IIIa a marked increase in the average grain size is observed�

In addition� the material used for doping also in�uences the resulting microstructure�

using material ground from an originally spherulitic microstructure leads to coarse grains

with an average grain size of �� �m with a tendency of formation of spherulites �JD���C��

Use of �ne�grained jadeitite as seeds yields lower grain sizes varying from � �m �JD�	�C�

to �� �m �JD���B�� With a grain size of �� �m for the seeds� the �ne�grained jadeitite

provides polycrystalline seeds� whereas parts of single crystals are used as seeds when the

spherulites with a large grain size serve as seeds�

Figure �� For further explanations� refer to the text�

a� SEM image of Sample JD��A

b� Optical micrograph of Sample JD
�� �crossed polarizers�

c� Optical micrograph of Sample JD
��C �crossed polarizers�

d� Optical micrograph of Sample JD��B �crossed polarizers� RED I compensator�

e� Optical micrograph of Sample JD���A �crossed polarizers�

f� Optical micrograph of Sample JD���A �crossed polarizers�

g� Optical micrograph of Sample JD���B �crossed polarizers�

h� Optical micrograph of Sample JD�
�� �crossed polarizers�
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Figure �� Micrographs of synthetic jadeitite samples� For explanation refer to

the caption on the previous page and the text�
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Figure � continued�
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����� Description of standard samples for deformation experiments

An appropriate microstructure of samples for deformation experiments is obtained using

Path IIIa and seeding the glass with �� wt� crystalline jadeitite that was crystallized

along Path C���� X�ray di�raction con�rms that no other phase than jadeite is present

within the detection limit of the method �Figure �� Chapter �����

An optical micrograph shows the resulting microstructure �Figure �b�� SEM pictures

were taken from polished thin sections �Figure �a� and from broken sample surfaces� The

average grain size is �� �m� Smaller grains are isometric and occur in clusters� while

larger grains are elongated with an aspect ratio of approximately ���� High�angle grain

boundaries are predominantly smoothly curved �label ��� in Figure ��� Few rational grain

boundaries occur� A tendency to form a foam structure� including some unilaterally

rational high�angle grain boundaries is observed �label ��� in Figure ��� In some areas�

wavy high�angle grain boundaries can be found �label �
� in Figure ��� They show a

wavelength of approximately �� �m� This characteristic shape is indicative of strain�

induced grain boundary migration caused by heterogeneous deformation� Deformation

is presumably driven by internal stresses caused by the volume change and subsequent

compaction when the glass is transformed to a crystalline aggregate� Microstructural

observations of polished surfaces are consistent with SEM inspection of broken surfaces�

Thin sections were analysed using a polarizing microscope with a ��� nm red I compen�

sator inserted� This analysis� along with EBSD measurements �Figure ��� Chapter �������

clearly shows that no crystallographic preferred orientation has developed in the synthe�

sized material� Crystallization from a glass may therefore be advantageous in comparison

to hot�pressing of ground natural materials� For instance� Mauler et al� ������ observed

a signi�cant crystallographic preferred orientation �CPO� in undeformed samples which

were hot�pressed from clinopyroxenite powders�

Samples of the present study exhibit intergranular and intragranular porosity that is

estimated to be below �  � Intergranular porosity is low� with only few pores located

along grain boundaries� In some places� pores appear as triangular sections of tubes

along grain edges� with a diameter of up to approximately � �m� Larger pores with a

diameter of up to �� �m occur at places where high�angle boundaries meet� They are

mostly irregular in shape� yet sometimes partly bound by rational faces� Also� part of the
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Figure �� Standard synthesis sample JD�
�C� a� SEM image showing ��

smoothly curved high�angle boundaries� �� indications for a foam structure

and 
� locally indications for strain�induced grain boundary migration� b� op�

tical micrograph taken with crossed polarizers showing elongated grains within

a matrix of smaller� isometric grains�

intergranular porosity will certainly be due to plugging out of grains during preparation

of the thin sections�

For approximately half of the grains� an intragranular porosity is discernible� Pores

with a size of less than � �m are homogeneously distributed within the grains with a

typical spacing larger than � �m�

It will be shown later �Chapter ������� that the main problem in the evaluation of the

mechanical data derived for the synthetic samples is inhomogeneous deformation� This

often leads to a considerable underestimation of the sample strength� It is assumed that

the inhomogeneous deformation is caused by the geometry of the synthesized samples�

Using path IIIa it is observed that samples generally have a smaller diameter in the
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upper half than in the lower half� This applies to the outer gold jacket as well as to

the sample material� diameters of upper and lower faces di�er by ���� mm � ���� mm�
Although the gold capsule is ground down to a cylinder after the synthesis experiment�

a non�cylindrical shape of the jadeitite sample remains� which is assumed to promote

inhomogeneous deformation� About �� of the samples which were synthesized along a

path di�erent to IIIa show that problem� whereas it occurs for more than two third of

the samples crystallized along Path IIIa� In contrast to other paths leading to similar

pressure and temperature conditions� this path involves an isothermal pressure increase

of approximately ��� GPa at a temperature of ����oC� It is therefore assumed that this

isothermal pressure increase gives rise to the development of a non�cylindrical shape of

the samples� An inhomogeneous pressure distribution may occur during that stage and

may cause non�uniform crystallization of the jadeite glass or non�uniform compaction�

On the other hand temperature is high and pressure is raised slowly over four hours� As

such major inhomogeneities of pressure within the cell should be excluded� Inhomogeneous

compaction of the graphite furnace leading to changes in its wall thickness� and� changes in

its resistance may create an non�uniform temperature distribution� This could also cause

non�uniform transformation behaviour within the sample� This can not be examined�

however� as only one thermocouple is used�

����� Fourier�transform infrared measurements

Jadeite is a nominal anhydrous mineral� in that no hydrogen is essentially built into

the crystal structure� Even in nominal anhydrous minerals� however� trace amounts of

water may be present as inclusions of free water� defect clusters� or� hydrogen may be

incorporated into some preferential lattice sites �point defects�� dislocation cores or planar

defects �Ingrin et al�� ���� The detection of water with infrared spectroscopy and

its quantitative determination relies on the fact that the OH�groups e�ciently absorb

electromagnetic radiation in the 
 �m region �Aines and Rossman� ����� Structurally

bound water is discernible by the occurrence of sharp absorption bands� In contrast�

inclusions of free water cause a broad absorption band with a maximum close to 
���

cm��� The sharp bands are caused by stretching absorption of the OH�dipoles� It has been

shown for quartz that speci�c types of point defects lead to peaks at speci�c wavenumbers
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in the absorption spectra �Aines and Rossman� ����� Characteristic absorption bands

are also obtained for the di�erent modes of vibration of the H�O molecules in free water

and ice inclusions� Paterson ����� suggested a method to infer the water content of

minerals from infrared absorption spectra� This method is commonly used and will be

used here also�

The measurements were done at room temperature on polished slabs with a thickness

of approximately ��� �m� Spectra were aquired at low temperatures also� by cooling the

stage with liquid nitrogen� In this manner� structually bond water could be distinguished

from free water� All samples that were used for the measurements were synthesized

according to the standard procedure presented in Chapter ������

Figure 	� Low temperature infrared transmission spectra of an undeformed ref�
erence sample of synthetic jadeitite �JD���B� and a deformed sample �JD�
�B��
The wave�number of the sharp peaks did not change� In contrast� the change in
the shape and level of the broad absorption band reveals� that the lower water
content of the deformed sample is due mainly to fewer freezable inclusions�

For some measurements� a considerable decrease of intensity due to scatter within the
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sample was encoutered� leading to noisy spectra �e� g� JD���B in Figure 	�� Peaks at

approximately ��� cm�� and ���� cm�� observed for sample JD�
�B are caused by the

glue that was used to �x the sample onto the sample stage� Room temperature and low

temperature spectra reveal sharp peaks �Figure 	�� The most pronounced peak occurs at a

wavelength of approximately 
��� cm�� for the deep temperature spectra and 
��� cm��

for the room temperature spectra� Peaks at wavelength of approximately 
�	� cm�� and



	� cm�� do not shift position� In addition to these peaks� broader absorption bands

indicate the presence of free water inclusions for all samples� The occurrence of steep

�anks on the edges of broad absorption bands in the low temperature spectra reveal that

for the undeformed samples and the deformed samples JD���B and �C at least half of the

water is present as freezable inclusions� The lower water content in samples JD�
�B and

JD���C seems to correlate with fewer inclusions of freezable water� as the indications for

free water inclusions in the spectra for those samples are less pronounced �Figure 	��

Table � summarizes the results of the quantitative evaluation of the spectra� No simple

correlation of the water content of the deformed samples with either the duration of the

deformation experiment or with the temperature at which the sample was deformed is

discernible� Instead the measurements can be divided in three groups� the undeformed

reference samples show both a similar water content and a similar type of defect� Deformed

samples JD�
�B and JD���C have water contents that are distinctly lower� whereas for the

deformed samples JD���B and JD���C� a water content was revealed close to the water

content of the undeformed reference samples� This indicates a water loss for the samples

JD�
�B and JD���C during the deformation experiment� These samples were surrounded

by a thin�walled platinum capsule� while samples JD�
�B and JD���C were surrounded

by a thick�walled gold capsule� It appears that water loss was enhanced through the

platinum jacket� This reasoning is supported by Popp and Frantz ��		�� who stated that

platinum capsules serve as semi�permeable membranes for hydrogen� whereas gold jackets

limit the �ux of hydrogen�

No study of infrared absortion of jadeite is reported in the literature� although studies

have been performed on other clinopyroxenes� Ingrin et al� ���� determined the water

content of wet diopside crystals and found absorption bands at a wavelength of 
���

cm��� 
�
� cm��� 
��� cm�� and 

�� cm��� Skogy et al� ���� reported the occurrence
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Sample ref�def water content t T

mol H�O�l wt� �min� �oC�

JD�
�C reference ���� ����

JD���B reference ���� ����

JD�
�B deformed ���� ���	 �
� ����

JD���C deformed ���� ���	 
��� ��

JD���B deformed ���� ���� ��� ���

JD���C deformed ���� ���� ���� ����

Table �� Water content given in units of mol H�O�l of the deformed and
undeformed synthetic jadeitite samples inferred from infrared absortion spectra
following the calibration of Paterson ������ The water content in wt� is
calculated using the molar mass of water and an average density of jadeite of 
�

g�cm�� �t� denotes the duration of the actual deformation experiments� which
corresponds to the duration at �nal pressure and temperature conditions� �T�
gives the temperature at which the sample was deformed�

of a prominent absorption band at a wavelength of 
�	� cm�� for one omphacite sample�

Smyth et al� ���� aquired room temperature infrared absorption spectra for di�erent

omphacites� For jadeite�rich compositions they found a strong 	�polarized absorption

band at a wavelenghth of 
��� cm�� and a strong ��polarized absortion band at a wave�

length of 
�	� cm�� for a diopside�rich composition� This is in good agreement with two

of the prominent absorption peaks observed for the synthetic jadeitite of this study�

��� Description of natural jadeitite samples

Two pieces of natural jadeitite �JC and FC
� from Burma �Harlow and Sorensen� �����

were kindly provided by Guanghai Shi� Optical microscopy of these samples reveals

a heterogeneous microstructure �Figure ��a in Chapter ������� Elongated� lath shaped

grains with an aspect ratio of 
 to � are conspicuous� The maximum grain diameter is

about ��� mm� The grain shape and the large aspect ratio preclude the quotation of

a physically meaningful average grain size� For most grains� the long dimension ranges

from ��� mm to � mm� Some smaller grains with an apparent size of about ��� �m are
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distributed throughout the sample� Locally� clusters of grains with a diameter below ��

�m occur between larger grains with rational boundaries�

When examined with the polarizing microscope� most grains show a uniform extinc�

tion and only few grains show a weak undulose extinction� Grain boundaries tend to

be unilaterally rational� Otherwise� they are irregular� a foam microstructure is not de�

veloped� Favourably�oriented grains exhibit distinct microcracks along crystallographic

directions �cleavage planes f���g�� No shape� or crystallographic�preferred orientation is
detected� No twinning is observed� The material is free of porosity�

oxide component wt� 

SiO� ���
���
	
Al�O� ����
�����
Na�O ����������
CaO ��	�����	
MgO ���������
total ��

Table �� Average of � microprobe analyses on samples of natural jadeitite�

Microprobe analysis was carried out on three undeformed samples� Fifty�nine mea�

surements were performed on pro�les parallel and perpendicular to the sample axis� As

the results along the pro�les for the di�erent samples are nearly identical� only the av�

erage values are reported in Table �� No other chemical components were detected� An

average composition of Jd	�Di� was determined� �Di is the abbreviation for diopside��

X�ray di�raction patterns �t the reference pattern for jadeite well �ASTM data set No�

����

��� The di�raction patterns for synthetic and natural samples are very similar

�Figure ���
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Figure �� ASTM reference pattern for jadeite �top� and X�ray di�raction pat�
terns of natural jadeitite FC
 �broken line� and of a synthetic sample �JD���C�
�bottom�� Additional peaks in the di�raction pattern for the synthetic sample
are due to the gold of the capsule used for synthesis�
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� Deformation experiments

��� Method

Rheological properties of rocks and minerals are derived from deformation experiments

that are usually carried out on cylindrical samples� The samples are subject to a con�

�ning pressure and shortened in the axial direction� For the case of jadeite� a minimum

pressure of ���GPa is necessary to prevent the breakdown of jadeite to nephelin and

albite at higher temperatures� Such high con�ning pressures cannot be reached in a

conventional gas�medium apparatus with the present pressure limitation distinctly below

�GPa� but require the use of a solid�medium apparatus �Rybacki� ���� The classical

solid�medium apparatus �Griggs� ��	� was improved by Green and Borch by using a

pressure�transmitting salt that is molten at experimental conditions� The apparatus used

here has undergone additional modi�cations �Rybacki et al�� ����

����� The solid�medium apparatus

The apparatus consists of three systems that control the con�ning pressure� the axial load

on the sample and the temperature� Con�ning pressure and axial load are controlled by

fast�reacting servo hydraulic systems �Rummel and Fairhurst� �	�� Scholz and Koczynski�

�	�� A feedback signal for the control of the axial load is given by a load cell �Schenk

PMK ���kN� or one of two displacement transducers �HBM�W� ranges of ��mm and

���mm�� Control signals are generated by an internal function generator� The output�
signal of a pressure gauge �HBM P
MB� provides the feedback signal for the control of the

con�ning pressure� Heating is provided by a graphite resistance furnace� Electrical current

is regulated by a thyristor and a programmable controller using NiCr�Ni �thermocouples

for automatic temperature control�

����� Con�ning medium and sample preparation

Salts that are molten under experimental conditions are used as pressure media for the

deformation experiments� They improve the stress resolution substantially by reducing

friction �Gleason and Tullis� ���� In the apparatus used in the present study� Rybacki

et al� ���� successfully used a LiCl�KCl eutectic for experiments on aragonite� In con�
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trast� experiments on jadeitite samples coated by either gold� platinum or nickel were

not successsfully when using this mixture� Samples exhibited axial fractures and green

discoloration� A sudden stress drop was observed in many cases� These e�ects may be

attributed to a contamination of the sample by penetration of salt following a corrosion

of the capsule material� Bloom ���	� reported corrosion of platinum by a water�bearing

LiCl�KCl eutectic� Tingle et al� ��
� and Gleason and Tullis ���� pointed out similar

problems when using molten salts and discussed probable causes� They suggested that the

permeability of the platinum increases due to grain growth enabling subsequent intrusion

of salt�

While experiments on samples of natural eclogites and novaculites were subject to

similar problems� inconel and nickel samples were una�ected by the molten salt� This

con�rms that interaction between capsule material� pressure medium and sample caused

the brittle deformation of the samples� As all e�orts to completely dry out the strongly

hygroscopic LiCl�KCL mixture failed� other salt mixtures were tested� The mixture of

KCl and MgCl� is also hygroscopic and therefore was rejected� The AgCl�KCl mixture

has good mechanical properties� but reacted with the gold sample jacket� The eutectic

mixture of CsCl and NaCl �
��� mol  NaCl and ���� mol  CsCl� is appropriate� it

is only moderately hygroscopic and is molten at pressures of ���GPa and temperatures

of approximately �oC �Kim et al�� �	��� Brittle failure was not observed after the

introduction of the CsCl�NaCl salt eutectic�

Synthesized samples were prepared for deformation experiments by grinding the gold

jacket to an outer diameter of 
��mm and 
��mm respectively� The diameter of the

jadeitite cylinders is about 
��mm� Natural samples were drilled from a piece of rock

using a diamond drill bit with an inner diameter of 
�� mm� The samples were ground

plan�parallel to a length of ��	mm using silicon carbide abrasive papers with ��� and

���� grade� Numerous measurements of the sample dimensions were done with a binocu�

lar microscope to determine an average and standard deviation of the sample length and

diameter� Afterwards� samples were oven�dried at ���oC for a duration of at least �� h�

Either gold capsules �outer diameter ����mm� inner diameter�
��mm� or platinum

capsules �outer diameter����mm� inner diameter�
��mm� were used� If gold was used

as a capsule material� the sample was pushed tightly into the capsule and its top was
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covered with a gold lid� The upper end of the sample jacket is folded to the middle

to mechanically seal the capsule� When platinum was used� an open�ended capsule was

made by folding one end of a thin�walled tube ���� mm� and pressing it �at in a die�

This technique has the advantage of providing a good seal on the bottom and a good

cylindrical form� A �at capsule bottom similar to that of the gold capsule is obtained�

����� The pressure cell

The assembly used for the present experiments is similar to the 
 GPa sample assembly

described by Rybacki et al� ����� The dimensions of some parts were adjusted �e� g� outer

salt ring� graphite furnace� and an additional aluminum ring was introduced around the

tin plug �Figure � to prevent hydraulic fracturing of the core by the molten tin�

An iron disc separates the tin from the lower part of the assembly� At the top� sealing

is provided by an aluminum disc and two delta rings �Figure �� Two drillholes in the

inner pyrophyllite tube are provided for the thermocouples� Together with the outer

pyrophyllite sleeve it stabilizes the graphite furnace� The pyrophyllite electrically isolates

the graphite furnace from the molten salt� Special attention was given to the �ring

procedure� as it determines the strength and water content of the pyrophyllite� Firing at

�� oC�min for one hour yielded the best results� This procedure is commonly refered to

as soft��ring �Tingle et al�� �
�� Before �lling the inner pyrophyllite tube with the salt�

an inconel tube is inserted� It serves to minimize temperature gradients in the vicinity of

the sample� The pyrophyllite tube is then heated using a gas torch� Solid pieces of the

salt mixture are held above the tube and melted� such that the inner hole is �lled with

molten salt� A ��� mm salt cap is provided by over�lling the inner hole� Slow cooling

of the melt avoids formation of cavities� Afterwards a � mm central hole for the sample

and piston was drilled� Attempts to replace the inconel �� � ��W�mK at ��� oC� by

graphite� which has a much higher thermal conductivity �� � ���W�mK� failed as the

graphite did not stay in position during drilling of the central borehole� The salt on top

is machined such that ��	 mm high cap with an outer diameter of �� mm remains above

the pyrophyllite�

The graphite furnace rests on a steel plug to close the electrical circuit� The steel

plug is isolated from the walls of the pressure chamber by a pyrophyllite ring� On top� a
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Figure � Sketch of the sample assembly� modi�ed in comparison to Rybacki

et al� �����

graphite disc provides electrical contact to the furnace� An Al�O� piston is permanently

attached to the axial tungsten�carbide piston by a metal sleeve� which is welded inplace�

The encapsulated sample rests on an Al�O� piston�
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����� Assemblage of the pressure cell

To assemble the pressure cell� the two thermocouples are led �rst through the base plate of

the pressure chamber� The position of the thermocouples is chosen so that it corresponds

to the upper and lower end of the sample� The thermocouple bead is covered with

aluminum oxide paste for protection� Inspection of assemblies after the experiments

revealed that in some cases the position is lower than it was at the start of the run� This

might a�ect the temperature measurements� The lower steel plug and pyrophyllite ring

is put over the thermocouples� A mica plate with a central hole is used on the bottom

for electrical insulation� The sample is pressed into the prepared pyrophyllite tube and is

covered with a 
 mm layer of compacted CsCl�NaCl powder� The lower ceramic piston is

inserted into the central hole of the steel plug� followed by the inner pyrophyllite tube� the

graphite furnace� the outer pyrophyllite tube and the outer NaCl ring� Parts which might

take up water are stored in an oven at ���oC prior to assemblage� The pressure chamber

is then placed over the sample assembly� Its walls are covered with a solid �lm lubricant

�Molykote G�n� to reduce friction� The graphite disc� the iron disc� the aluminum�tin

plug� the aluminum disc and the outer delta ring are then put into postion� A tight �t

for these parts is a vital prerequisite for the sealing of the high pressure region� The axial

piston is then fed through the upper con�ning pressure piston and the inner hole of the

sample assembly until it comes to rest on the salt reservoir above the sample�

The pressure chamber and supporting plate are positioned on the lower base plate

of the apparatus� The outer ram that axially prestresses the tungsten carbide core� and

the inner ram that advances the con�ning pressure piston are lowered� using a manually

controlled pump driven by compressed air� Connections for the thermocouples� for the

cooling circuit� and for electrical power are established�

����� Experimental procedure

At low pressures and temperatures considerable deviation of actual and nominal con�ning

pressure may occur in Griggs�type apparatus due to limited deformability of the pressure

transmitting parts� It is probable� that at an early stage a major fraction of the load ex�

erted by the con�ning pressure piston may be taken up by the inner pyrophyllite tube� Yet�

as no direct internal measurement is feasable� con�ning pressure is determined converting
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the measurements of oil pressure according to the area ratios of the rams and pistons�

The obtained pressures were calibrated against known phase transitions� To avoid break�

down of jadeite to nepheline and albite� the P�T�t path should enter the stability �eld of

jadeite at su�ciently low temperatures� Damage of the graphite furnace introduced in

early stages generally leads to high temperature gradients within the cell� To account for

these problems� di�erent paths for the build�up of pressure and temperature conditions

were tested� Best results were obtained by applying the following procedure�

The pressure is increased to a nominal con�ning pressure of ��� MPa within approx�

imately �� minutes� During this stage the gap that initially exists between the graphite

furnace and the graphite disc is closed� Heating rates of �oC�min are used to heat the

assembly to ���oC� This stage is followed by a 
� minutes hold to allow seating of the

parts� Temperature is then increased to ���oC� upon which it is held for another 
� min�

utes� Then the pressure is increased isothermally with a rate of approximately � MPa�min

to ��� MPa� From thereon pressure and temperature are simultaneously ramped up to

�nal conditions of ��� GPa and ���oC� ��oC� ����oC or ����oC� With heating rates of

�oC�min or �oC�min this takes approximately ��� hours� The axial piston is periodically

advanced into the assembly manually� using displacement increments of about 
� �m�

In the case of low strain�rate experiments a hit�point search is performed to locate the

sample� To do so� the piston is moved into the assembly at a velocity of 
�����mm�s until
a distinct increase of the force with increasing displacement is observed� The piston is

then withdrawn approximately � mm at the same velocity� If no hit�point search is done�

the piston is advanced with the appropriate velocity until the desired strain is obtained� If

step tests are performed� the piston is withdrawn approximately � mm after a deformation

step and is readvanced afterwards with a di�erent velocity or at a di�erent temperature�

Prior to ramping down temperature and pressure� the piston is retracted at least � mm

from the sample� Temperatures are lowered with rates of 
�oC�min to ��oC�min� using

the same path as for pressurization�

��� The force versus displacement curve

As explained previously� the axial piston is advanced at a constant velocity to shorten the

sample axially at a constant strain rate that is determined based on the sample length�
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A typical record of the resulting force vs� displacement curve is shown in Figure ��� Its

shape is determined by frictional forces exerted on the piston and by the strength of the

sample� This chapter summarizes some ideas for the interpretation of these curves� The

force vs� displacement curve can be devided into several characteristic stages as shown in

Figure ���

Figure ��� Record of a typical force vs� displacement curve �Sample JD���A�

and its subdivision into characteristic stages�

Initially� the force increases very steeply �stage ��� The width of this region varies

between 
��m and ����m and slopes range from 
� kN�mm to �� kN�mm� The average

slope of �� kN�mm is similar to the sti�ness of the axial column of �� kN�mm� This

indicates that the loading column takes up the deformation �rst� as a high static friction

hinders the axial piston from moving into the assembly� When the static friction is

overcome� the deformation piston actually starts to intrude into the assembly with a

constant velocity� This reasoning is con�rmed by the observation that the slopes are not
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a�ected by either the velocity of the piston or the temperature�

After a short transition a stage follows� where the force increases linearly with a much

lower slope �stage ��� As the piston advances through the molten salt� frictional forces

need to be overcome� Figure �� gives an overview of the measured slopes� At ����oC

no dependence seems to exist on the velocity� whereas at lower temperatures� slopes are

higher with increasing velocity �Figure ���� It is striking that for the cycles aimed to

locate the sample� average slopes of only approximately � kN�mm are observed although

the piston is moved with a much faster velocity of 
 � ����mm�s� This observation was
made at all temperatures�

Several reasons for the linear increase of the force in stage � are discussed� One

possibility is that the con�ning pressure increases due to the insertion of the axial piston

into a �xed volume� As the ceramic piston is incompressible� the con�ning pressure

piston should compensate this by a backward movement� Altough it could be argued that

the nominal con�ning pressure is kept constant servohydraulically� it cannot be excluded

that high seal friction prevents a backward movement of the con�ning pressure piston

for compensation� It is not possible� however� to monitor the movement of the con�ning

pressure piston� Thus� this possibility can neither be con�rmed nor rejected� Second�

the viscous drag of the molten salt may increase due to a greater contact area as the

piston is advanced� This would be referred to as an increase in dynamic friction forces�

Third� forces required to displace the salt between sample and piston might increase when

gradually higher �ow rates are needed in the salt� It has been assumed that for molten

pressure media the dynamic friction forces are much greater than the forces needed to

displace the salt �Rybacki et al�� ��� Green and Borch� ��� Tingle et al�� �
�� This

is presupposed also in the present study�

Prior to loading the sample a transition region is found� where slopes gradually in�

crease� It has a typical width of 
���m � ����m� In this region the capsule material

between piston and sample is �attened� In one experiment� where an Al�O� sample was

deformed elastically with out a jacket� the width of the transition region was approxi�

mately �� �m� This test provides direct evidence that the presence of capsule material

a�ects the shape of the hitpoint� Rybacki et al� ���� interpreted the transition as an

indication for incomplete melting of the con�ning medium�
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The next stage represents nominal elastic loading of the sample� The slope of the force

vs� displacement curve should re�ect the Young�s modulus of the sample after correcting

for machine sti�ness� An average Young�s modulus of ��GPa � �GPa and 
�GPa �
��GPa was found for the synthetic and natural jadeitite� respectively� It is observed that

the modulus obtained in successive deformation cycles increases with increasing maximum

force of the single cycles� For a maximum axial load of �� kN a maximum modulus of ��

GPa is obtained� However� this value is far from the estimate of approximately ��� GPa

as calculated for a pressure of ��� GPa and a temperature of ����oC using the pressure

and temperature derivatives for the shear and bulk�modulus from Du�y and Anderson

����� Other studies on the deformation of polycrystalline aggregates often �nd similar

low moduli �e� g� Kronenberg and Tullis ����� or Jin et al� �������� In the present study�

however� it was possible to determine the Young�s modulus of an Al�O� sample� From that

it is concluded� that the measurement of the Young�s modulus is a�ected by either the

sample itself or the capsule material of the sample� The bottom of the platinum capsules

has a thickness of up to ��� mm� which still might not be squeezed out completely at this

stage� After the experiments it is observed that only a very thin layer with a thickness

below ��� mm of capsule material is left at the faces of the samples� The width of the stage

of nominal elastic loading varies between ��� �m and ��� �m� This is much wider than

expected from the high elastic moduli of silicate rocks �Kirby� ���� and thus gives further

indication that the capsule material is still squeezed out at that stage� SEM pictures of

undeformed reference samples reveal intragranular pores �Chapter ������� Although the

pores are small and represent a small fraction �below � �� they potentially contribute to a

lower Young�s modulus� It will be shown later that intracrystalline porosity has vanished

in the deformed samples�

After yielding �stage �� the sample is deformed inelastically �stage ��� The advance

of the piston is stopped� when the desired strain is accumulated� As the piston inside

the pressure chamber is held by static friction� retraction of the outer axial load piston

causes a rapid decay in the measured load �stage 	�� This is con�rmed by the similarity

of the slopes recorded for stages � and 	� When static friction is overcome� the axial

piston retracts from the sample chamber� This requires intrusion of molten salt between

the piston and the sample� which is commonly associated with a distinct �attening of the
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slope� During stage �� the behaviour is non�uniform� The force either stays constant or

increases with displacement�

��� Derivation of stress versus strain curves from force versus

displacement curves

The recordings of axial load and piston displacement need to be corrected to derive stress

vs� strain curves� A friction correction and a correction for the elastic distortion of the

axial load column is applied� Stresses are calculated assuming deformation at constant

volume� An average strain rate is determined�

Experiments were performed using a salt mixture in the interior of the assembly which

is molten at experimental conditions� A clear hit�point was detected in each experiment

indicating that the strength of the con�ning pressure medium is much lower than the

sample strength� A displacement dependent dynamic friction correction was applied� It

assumes that frictional forces mainly act parallel to the sample and are caused by frictional

drag of all components of the assembly being in contact with the moving piston� Stage

� of the force vs� displacement curve �Figure ��� is linearly extrapolated and serves as a

baseline� The hit�point is de�ned by the intersection of that dynamic friction baseline with

a line �t through stage � of the force vs� displacement curve� The displacement is corrected

for the elastic distortion of the axial column� with the sti�ness being SC � ���	kN�mm�

The sti�ness was derived from experiments on an Al�O� sample �Lawlis and Orzol� ������

Calculation of the strain is based on the initial length of the sample at room conditions�

The macroscopic axial shortening of the samples is determined by measuring its lengths

before and after the experiment� The displacement from the end of stage � to the inter�

section of stage 	 with the dynamic friction baseline may be also an estimate of sample

shortening� For most experiments a close correspondance between both measurements

is observed� An increase of diameter during ongoing deformation is taken into account�

assuming deformation at constant volume �Poirier� ����� The assumption of constant

volume holds for more than ��  of the samples if an average error of � mm� is allowed

for the volume �Table 	�� This has been veri�ed for additional �� samples that are not

listed here� Also the �nal diameter calculated from the measured length and the initial

diameter is in good agreement with the measured �nal diameter� An average strain rate
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is determined from the shortening of the sample and the velocity of the axial piston�

Sample No� lo do Vo lf df Vf � l

�mm� �mm� �mm�� �mm� �mm� �mm�� �mm�

JD��B ���� 
��� ���� ��� 
��� �
� ����

JD���B ��	� ��� ���
 ��
� 
��� �
�� ��
�

JD�	�A ���� 
��� �	�� ��	� 
��
 ���� ����

JD�
�B ��	� 
��� ��� ���� 
�
� ��� ����

JD�
�A ���� 
��� ���� � � � �

JD���A ���� 
��� ���
 ��
� 
��� �
�� ����

JC� ��	
 
�	� 	
�� ��	� ���� 	��� ����

FC
�� ���� 
�	� 	��� ���" 
�� 	��� ����

FC
�� ���� 
�	� 	
�� ��� 
��� �	� ����

FC
�� ���	 
�	� 	
�	 ���� ���� 		�� ����

FC
�	 ��� 
�		 	
�� ���
 
�� 	
� ����

FC
�� ���	 
�		 	
�� ���
 
�
 	��� ����

Table 	� Sample length and diameter measured before �lo and do� and after
deformation �lf and df� for experiments that are used for the evaluation of
�ow law parameters� The sample volumes Vo and Vf are calculated from the
measured dimensions �" calculated from the force vs� displacement curve��
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Figure ��� Slopes of stage � of the force vs� displacement curve �Figure ��� as
a function of piston velocity and temperature� Straight lines represent linear
regression �ts of the data for the di�erent temperatures� The error bars at the
star that is displayed at a velocity of approximately ��� mm�s indicate the
range of slopes obtained from cycles that aimed to locate the hitpoint� These
were performed at a higher velocity of 
�m�s�
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� Results of the deformation experiments

The following chapters summarize the results of the deformation experiments on both

the synthetic and natural samples� It is subdivided into three sections� of which the

�rst presents the mechanical data of the experiments on the synthetic and the natural

samples� The second section describes the microstructural features that were observed

in the deformed synthetic and natural samples� The critical resolved shear stress for

twinning is derived by microstructural analysis of deformed natural samples together

with the mechanical data� and is presented in the third section�

��� Mechanical data

About �� experiments were performed to explore the optimum experimental conditions�

Following this exploratory phase� 
� experiments were carried out on synthetic sam�

ples and natural samples� These experiments are listed in Appendix A and the force

vs� displacement curves are given in Appendix B� All runs were performed at a nominal

con�ning pressure of ���� MPa� Within one experiment� the sample was loaded up to

three times at di�erent temperatures or strain rates� Stress vs� strain curves were derived

wherever possible� These are displayed in Appendix C�

����� Mechanical data for synthetic jadeitite samples

Twenty�eight experiments were carried out on synthetic samples� Table � summarizes the

mechanical data� Reported stresses are maximum or steady�state stresses� Temperature

varied from ���oC to ����oC and the strain rate covered a range from ������ s�� to
������ s��� corresponding to a stress between ��� MPa and �
	� MPa� In some of the
experiments �JD�
��� JD���C� JD���B� JD�
��� JD
��A� JD���B� JD�
�� other than the

standard starting material �Chapter ������ were used�

Inhomogeneous deformation of samples is often observed in the case of the synthetic

samples� This becomes discernible by a tilting of the samples� so that the sample axis is

not aligned with the loading axis� In the case of pronounced sample tilting� the recorded

stresses underestimate the real sample strength� as inferred from comparing tilted and

untilted samples� Nevertheless� samples with moderate inhomogeneous deformation may
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still yield useful information� For some experiments a sudden drop in axial load occurred

during deformation� Most likely� failure of the jacket enabled penetration of the molten

salt into the sample� This caused brittle failure due to reduced e�ective pressure�

Evolution of stress with increasing strain is often described as steady�state creep� strain

softening� or strain hardening� These di�erent cases are denoted in Table �� It should

be clear �Chapter 	���� however� that this classi�cation may not be signi�cant due to

the uncertainty inherent in the evaluation procedure� which relies on a steady increase of

background friction with ongoing piston displacement� For instance� it is observed that

tilting of samples always correlates with apparent strain softening�

Figure �� presents the mechanical data in a log�log plot of stress versus strain rate and

a semilog plot of stress versus inverse temperature� To maintain clarity only experiments

with strain rates of � ����
s�� and � �����s�� are shown in the upper part of the plot� The
large scatter in the data indicates that many of the derived di�erential stresses do not

re�ect the real sample strength� For the same experimental conditions� stresses eventually

vary by a factor greater than two� Data points that do not �t the general trend� however�

can be identi�ed and discarded� still leaving a big enough data base for the determination

of �ow law parameters �Chapter 	����
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Sample No� T �� �� � stress

�oC� �MPa� �s��� � � evolution

JD�
�� ��� 
	 ��� ��� � ���
 �� softening

JD���C 	
� 
	 ��� ��� � ���
 �� steady�state

JD���B �� � ��� ��� � ���
 �	 softening

JD�
�� ��� 	 ��� ��� � ���
 �� softening

JD
��A ��  
�� ��� � ���
 �
 steady�state

JD���B�� ���� �� �
	� ��� � ���
 �� steady�state

JD���B�� ���� �� �	� ��� � ����  steady�state

Table �� Mechanical data for deformation experiments on synthetic samples�
�� denotes the di�erential stress� �� the strain rate and � the strain� Temper�
ature T is an average of the readings of two thermocouples� Thermocouple
readings are not corrected for pressure� For JD�	�A� the second thermocouple
failed� it is assumed that the average deviation of ��oC is not exceeded� A ���
denotes that a sudden drop in load occurred� The stress vs� strain curves are
shown in Appendix C�
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Sample No� T �� �� � stress

�oC� �MPa� �s��� � � evolution

JD���C�� 	
� �	 ��� ��� � ���
 �
 steady�state

JD���C�� 	
� �	 ��� ��� � ���� � softening

JD���C�
 	
� �	 ��� ��� � ���
 � softening

JD���B�� ��  �	� ��� � ���
 	 softening

JD���B�� ���  	�� ��� � ���
 � steady state

JD���B�
 	�� � ���� ��� � ���
 	 hardening

JD��B �	� 
 	�� ��� � ���� �� hardening

JD���A�� ��� �� �	� �� � ���
 �� steady�state

JD���A�� ���� �� ��� ��	 � ���
  softening

JD�
�B�� �� � �� ��� � ���� �� softening

JD�
�B�� �� � 
� ��� � ���� �� steady�state

JD�
�A ���� � ��� �� � ���
 	 �

JD���B ����� �� 
�� 
�� � ���� �� softening

JD�	�B�� �� �� �� 
�	 � ���
 �� steady�state

JD�	�B�� �
� 	 �� 
�� � ���
 � softening

JD�	�B�
 	�� � 	�� ��� � ���
  �

JD�	�A�� �� 		� ��� � ���� �
 softening

JD�	�A�� �� ��� ��� � ���
 �� softening

JD���C ���� � �� 
�� � ���� �� softening

JD���B 	� 
 ��� 
�� � ���� �� softening

JD���A �� �� ��� ��� � ���� �� steady�state

JD�
���� �� � ��� ��� � ���� � hardening

JD�
���� 
� 	 � ��� � ���
 � steady�state

JD�
���
 
� 	 ��	� ��� � ���
 � steady�state

JD�
�� 	�� �� �
�� ��� � ���� � hardening

JD���C ��
� �	 
� ��� � ���� � steady�state

Table � continued�
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Figure ��� Graphical representation of the results of the deformation experi�
ments on synthetic jadeitite in a semilog plot of di�erential stress �� versus
inverse temperature ��T �top� and log�log plot of di�erential stress �� versus
strain rate �� �bottom�� Empty symbols indicate that the samples were tilted�
Full symbols denote samples that remained cylindrical during deformation�
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����� Mechanical data for natural jadeitite samples

Ten experiments were carried out using natural samples� Temperature covered a range

from ���oC to ����oC and the strain rate varied from ����
 s�� to ������ s��� Sudden load
drops were observed also� In the case of the natural samples� however� they were caused

by a failure of the axial load piston� As the natural samples exhibit a higher strength

than the synthetic samples� the piston�s maximum compressive strength was exceeded

at a load of approximately �� kN� For other experiments �JC���� and FC
����� piston

advance was stopped to prevent a catastrophic failure� Consequently� these experiments

yield lower limits of the sample strength�

Tilting of natural samples did not occur� This may be due to the perfect cylindrical

shape of the cored samples and their larger diameter of 
�� mm� Table  summarizes

the mechanical data� which are represented graphically in Figure �
� Although only few

experiments were performed on natural samples� one can clearly identify a decrease in

sample strength with higher temperature or lower strain rate� The scatter in the data is

signi�cantly lower than that for the synthetic samples�
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Sample T �� �� � stress

�oC� �MPa� �s��� evolution

JC���� �� � ��
� �� � ���
 ���� hardening

JC���� �� � ��
� ��� � ���
 ���� hardening

JC�
 ���� ��� �� � ���
 ���� �

FC
�� ���� �
� ��� � ���� ���� softening

FC
�� ��� � ���� ��� � ���� ��� hardening

FC
�� ����� �� 
�� ��� � ���� � �

FC
�� ����� � ��� ��� � ���� ���	 steady�state

FC
���� ��� �� 	�� �� � ���
 ���
 steady�state

FC
���� ��� �� �	� ��� � ���
 ���� hardening

FC
�	 �� �� �
� �� � ���� ���� steady�state

FC
���� ��� � ���� ��� � ���� ���	 steady�state

FC
���� ���� � �
�� �� � ���� � hardening

Table � Mechanical data obtained in deformation experiments on natural
samples� �� denotes the di�erential stress� �� the strain rate� � the strain and
T the temperature� ��� denotes that a sudden drop in axial load occurred�
For sample FC
�� �nal strain was not determined due to extensive fracturing
of the sample� Inelastic loading in the second cycle of experiment FC
�� was
not su�cient to determine a strain� The stress vs� strain curves are shown in
Appendix C�
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Figure �
� Graphical representation of the result of deformation experiments
on natural jadeitite samples in a semilog plot of di�erential stress �� versus
inverse temperature ��T �top� and log�log plot of di�erential stress �� versus
strain rate �� �bottom��
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��� Microstructural observations on deformed jadeitite samples

����� Microstructural observations on deformed synthetic jadeitite samples

The microstructure of deformed specimens di�er markedly from that of undeformed refer�

ence samples� Generally� the microstructures are similar from sample to sample �Figures

��a�h�� Characteristic deformation features are more pronounced with increasing strain�

Microstructures are homogeneous across the whole sample� indicating that major temper�

ature gradients within the sample do not occur �Figures ��e�f��

The deformed specimens show a marked shape�preferred orientation �SPO� with a

typical aspect ratio of �� The long axis is oriented perpendicular to the direction of

shortening� Grains have a maximum diameter of approximately ��� �m �Figures ��a�

d�� A few blasts with tabular shape occur in both deformed and undeformed specimens�

Anisotropic grain growth probably contributed to the SPO� as the aspect ratios are higher

than expected for the given strain�

A crystallographic preferred orientation �CPO� is evident from optical microscopy

�Figures ��a�h�� Comparison of EBSD measurements on an undeformed reference sample

and on three deformed samples con�rm that a CPO was developed perpendicular to the

shortening direction during deformation �Figure ���� The strongest CPO is found in

the sample with the highest strain �JD�	�A�� In contrast� CPO is not pronounced for

sample JD�
�B� though that sample experienced a higher strain than samples JD���B�

where a CPO is discernible� For the ���� direction a wide point maximum is observed

perpendicular to the shortening direction� A girdle maximum� however� was expected due

to the rotational symmetry of the deformation of the sample�

The smoothly curved high�angle grain boundaries which were common in the synthetic

samples are missing� No tendency towards a foam structure remains� Instead� sutured

high�angle grain boundaries with a wavelength of approximately � �m are commonly ob�

served� Also unilaterally rational high�angle grain boundaries appear to be more common

compared to undeformed samples �Figures ��i�j��

The porosity of the deformed samples is reduced relative to the undeformed samples�

The remaining pores are mainly found on grain boundaries� Intragranular porosity has

nearly disappeared �Figures ��i�j�� Grains show more or less pronounced undulose ex�
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tinction� Twinning is observed and becomes more widespread with increasing maximum

stress� The critical stress for twinning will be discussed in Chapter ��
�
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Figure ��� Micrographs of deformed samples� Explanations follow the �gures�
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Figure �� continued�
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Figure �� continued�
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Figure ��� Microstructures of deformed synthetic jadeitite samples�

Optical micrographs were taken with crossed polarizers and compensator RED

I� the direction of the axial shortening is indicated by white arrows�

a� b� Optical micrographs of Sample JD�
�B deformed at ����oC� � � ����s��
and � � ����s�� at a stress of �� MPa and 
� MPa to a strain of �
 � A
shape preferred orientation with the long axis of the grains perpendicular to

the shortening direction is observed� A CPO is evident by the widespread blue

or yellow colors that are observed when the microscope stage is turned by �o�

c� d� Optical micrographs of Sample JD�	�A deformed at ��oC� 
 � ����s��
and 
 � ���
s�� at a stress of 		� MPa and ��� MPa to a strain of � �
Observations are similar to a� and b�� but grains are more elongated and the

foliation is more pronounced�

e� f� Optical micrographs of Sample JD���A deformed at ����oC and ��oC�

� � ���
s�� at a stress of �	� MPa and ��� MPa to a strain of � � A
homogeneous microstructure and a CPO are discernible� Major temperature

gradients can be excluded in agreement with the record of the thermocouples

�see Chapter 	����

g� h� Optical micrographs of Sample JD���B deformed at ��oC� � � ���
s��
and � � ����s�� at a stress of �
	� MPa and �	� MPa to a strain of �� �
Despite the di�erent conditions of deformation� the microstructural features

are similar to those shown in the previous �gures�

i� SEM image of Sample JD���B� deformed at ��oC� �����
s�� and ������s��
at a stress of �
	� MPa and �	� MPa to a strain of �� � Compared to unde�

formed samples �Figure � a�� porosity is reduced� Intragranular porosity is

negligible� Sutured grain boundaries with a short wavelength of approximately

� �m are common�

j� SEM image of Sample JD�
�B� for deformation conditions see a� and b�� A

SPO is discernible� Hardly any intragranular porosity is observed�
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Figure ��� Pole �gures showing crystallographic orientation in synthetic sam�

ples for a undeformed reference sample and three deformed samples� Di�erent

colors correspond to di�erent densities of poles per area� Pole �gures are ori�

ented with the cylinder axis vertical� CPO is not equally pronounced for each

deformed samples� The strongest CPO is found in the sample with the highest

strain�

����� Microstructural observations on deformed natural jadeitite samples

The microstructures of the deformed natural and synthetic samples di�er markedly� as

do those of the starting material� In contrast to the synthetic starting material� the

undeformed natural material reveals a complex microstructure with a coarse grain size

�Figure ��a�� Such microstructure favours inhomogeneous deformation and precludes

formation of a homogeneous microstructure�
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Undulose extinction is observed in most grains �Figures ��b�c�� Twinning occurs

in suitably oriented grains� with a width of lamellae below � �m� No shape or crys�

tallographic preferred orientation can be detected �Figures ��b�c�d�� In few cases� small

domains� bound by rational high�angle boundaries of larger grains� contain smaller highly�

strained grains� Within these regions� the grains developed a CPO�

High�angle grain boundaries of deformed samples appear to be more irregular than

those of the undeformed samples �Figure ���� Very few locations are found where grain

boundaries form bulges� A major di�erence compared to the undeformed microstructure

is the extensive microcracking �Figure ��c�� All samples exhibit microcracks oriented

perpendicular to the direction of shortening� These cracks are transgranular and their

spacing is on the order of ��� �m to ��� �m� These cracks are attributed to unloading

following the deformation stage�

In addition� suitably oriented grains contain networks of nearly perpendicular microc�

racks� Their orientation is not correlated to the direction of compression� but is controlled

by the f���g cleavage of jadeite� The ����� and ��!��� planes enclose an angle of �	o �Deer�
����� Spacing of cracks is approximately �� �m� The microcracking is more pronounced

at higher strains� These cracks are induced by deformation rather than by the preparation

of the thin section� as they do not occur in undeformed samples� High stresses within

the grains may also have contributed to the generation of microcracks� For the sample

with the highest strain �FC
���� a dense pattern of microcracks is observed throughout

the whole sample�

Due to the starting microstructure� the deformed samples exhibit inhomogeneous de�

formation� No steady�state microstructure is developed with the limited introduced strain�
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Figure ��� Optical micrographs of deformed natural jadeitite samples taken

with crossed polarizers� For a description see next page�
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Figure ��� Microstructures of deformed natural jadeitite samples�

a� The undeformed reference sample �FC
� has a coarse grain size and a com�

plex� heterogeneous microstructure�

b� FC
�	� deformed at ����oC� � � ����s�� at a stress of �
� MPa to a strain
of � �

c� d� FC
�� deformed at ��oC and ���oC� � �����s�� at a stress of ���� MPa
and a minimum of �
�� MPa to a strain of 	 �

Deformed grains exhibit undulose extinction� Evidence of recovery is not

detectable by optical microscopy� Mechanical twinning occurs in favourably

oriented grains� e� g� in the center of c��

��� Critical resolved shear stress for twinning

Recently Trepmann and St�ockhert ������ analysed mechanical twins in a metagranite

from the Sesia Zone� Western Alps� to estimate stresses that occurred during synseismic

loading and postseimic creep� However� they had to assume that the critical resolved

shear stress for twinning of jadeite corresponds to that of diopside� as no experimental

data were available for jadeite� Koll�e and Blacic ����� determined a critical stress of

������ MPa for hedenbergite and ������ MPa for chrome diopside�
The deformed jadeitite samples from this study exhibit mechanical twinning� Jadeite

forms lamellar twins parallel to the ����� plane by shear in the ����� direction� No twinning

occurs when the sense of shear related to twinning is in the opposite direction even if the

critical stress is exceeded �Kirby and Kronenberg� �����

����� Method

The critical shear stress for twinning can be calculated by knowing the maximum axial

stress applied during deformation� In addition� the orientation of the twinned crystals

needs to be determined� This is done using EBSD measurements� Schmid�s formula gives

the resolved shear stress on the relevant plane using the angle between the load axis and

twin plane as well as the angle between the load axis and slip direction �Poirier� �����
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The angles can be derived from the measured orientation data� This procedure is applied

for a su�cient number of twinned and un�twinned grains� In the ideal case� untwinned

grains correspond to low resolved shear stress and twinned grains correspond to higher

resolved shear stress� The critical resolved shear stress de�nes the boundary between

these regions� For more details the reader is referred to Trepmann and St�ockhert �������

����� Results

Two deformed samples of natural jadeitite were analysed� �� crystal orientations were

aquired for sample JC� and �� for sample FC
��� Measurements where stresses on the

glide plane were not favourably oriented were neglected� Table �� gives the resolved

stress on the ����� plane in units of MPa� the horizontal line separates twinned grains

from untwinned� Only measurements where stresses are in the vicinity of ��� MPa are

reported here� Suitably oriented grains with a resolved shear stress in excess of ��� MPa

all exhibit twinning� No twinning was observed for stresses lower than ��� MPa�

shear stress �MPa�

sample JC� FC
��

��


�

��

�
�

��
 ��

untwinned ��� ���

twinned ��� ���

�	� ���

��� �	�

��� ��


Table ��� Resolved shear stresses on the ����� plane in ����� direction� with

sense appropriate for twinning� determined from samples JC� and FC
���

In none of the samples twinning was observed for resolved stresses lower than ��� MPa�
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When stresses exceeded ��� MPa in sample JC� or ��� MPa in sample FC
��� however� all

grains were twinned� From sample JC� the critical stress is con�ned to stresses between

��� MPa and ��� MPa� from sample FC
�� stresses are poorly constrained between ���

MPa and ��� MPa� From these results a critical stress of ��� MPa is proposed� as the

transition is well de�ned for sample JC�� From a Gaussian error estimate� an uncertainty

of �� MPa is derived for the resolved shear stress�
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� Discussion

In this chapter� the errors of the stress measurements are discussed �rst� Afterwards� �ow

law parameters for a power law equation are derived for synthetic and natural jadeitite�

Interpretation of the microstructure of the deformed samples reveals the dominant defor�

mation mechanisms� An error for the extrapolation of the �ow law for synthetic jadeitite

to low natural strain rates will be constrained and the magnitude of stress in eclogites

will be estimated� Normalised representation of �ow laws might reveal a similarity in the

rheological behaviour of the solid�solution end members jadeite and diopside� Synthetic

and natural samples are compared�

	�� Uncertainties in di
erential stress� temperature� con�ning

pressure and strain rate

A discussion of the errors is of particular importance when using a solid medium appa�

ratus� Besides errors due to the accuracy of the employed gauges� one has to consider

uncertainties inherent in the method� The main emphasize of this chapter will be on the

uncertainties in the derived stresses�

����� Uncertainty in di�erential stress

Calculation of di�erential stress is based on sample dimensions measured at room con�

ditions and the assumption of constant volume� Comparison of initial and �nal sample

dimensions �Table 	� justi�es this assumption� A load cell with an accuracy of ���� over

the range of ��� kN and an estimated uncertainty in sample diameter of ��� mm lead to

a stress uncertainty on the order of �� MPa�

Another approach to determine stress uncertainty is to check the reproducibility of

di�erential stress measurements� For instance� experiments FC
�� and FC
�� on natural

samples yielded stresses which nominally deviate by just � MPa� From experiments on

synthetic samples� di�erential stresses of ��� MPa� ��� MPa� 
�� MPa� �	� MPa and ���

MPa are obtained for the same temperature and strain rate� The standard deviation of

approximately ��� MPa is not a suitable measure of the error of stress determination�

however� as samples with di�erent starting microstructures as well as experiments with
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tilted samples were taken into account�

When stress vs� strain curves are given for a common average temperature� additional

errors are incurred in the stress� These errors correlate with temperature uncertainty

during the experiment� The error �� is calculated using the following equation�

ln

�
� �

��

��

�
�

Q

nR

�
�

T
� �

Tave

�
� ����

where �� is the di�erential stress� Tave is the average temperature of the two thermo�

couples� T is the temperature of each individual thermocouple and R is the gas constant�

The creep parameters Q and n are calculated in Chapter 	����� The results are listed in

Table ��� For the experiments on natural jadeitite samples� calculated deviations from the

reported di�erential stresses are below 
� MPa due to a more homogeneous temperature

distribution� Rybacki et al� ���� have shown for a similar sample assembly that temper�

ature gradients in the vicinity of the sample are considerably lower than those measured

by the thermocouples� Consequently estimated deviations only yield upper limits for the

uncertainty of stresses�

Sample No� T ��

�oC� �MPa�

JD��B �	� 
 	��� �	
JD���B�� ���� �� �
	�� ���
JD���B�� ���� �� �	�� ���
JD�	�A�� ��� �� 		�� ���
JD�	�A�� ��� �� ���� ���
JD�
�B�� �� � ��� ��
JD�
�B�� �� � 
�� ��
JD�
�A ���� � ���� ��
JD���A�� ��� �� �	�� 	�
JD���A�� ��� �� ���� ���

Table ��� Uncertainty in di�erential stress �� calculated from the temperature

measurements of the thermocouples�
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The force vs� displacement data are corrected for dynamic friction as described in

Chapter ��
� This requires an extrapolation of the background friction curve over the

entire piston displacement during deformation� It might occur� however� that friction

changes with ongoing piston displacement after hitting the sample� This results in an

over� or underestimation of the sample strength� To evaluate the change of friction with

ongoing piston displacement� experiments were performed where the deformation piston

was backed o� after deformation and advanced into the assembly again �Figure �	��
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Figure �	� This �gure suggests a way to obtain a measure of the error in the
determination of axial stress� Records of three force vs� displacement curves
with forces converted to stresses are presented� Besides the deformation cycle
�thin line� one cycle was performed prior to deformation and one after defor�
mation� both at the same velocity �thick lines�� The linear portions of these
latter cycles were linearly extrapolated to larger displacement as indicated by
the corresponding straight lines� At a displacement that corresponds to the
end of the deformation cycle a di�erence of the extrapolations is obtained� This
di�erence may be considered as the uncertainty of di�erential stress determi�
nation� For a better illustration� the marked part of the graph is displayed
enlarged�
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These later cycles and the cycles prior to the deformation cycle were done at the same

piston velocity� The linear portions of both of these cycles were then linearly extrapolated

to larger displacement� At the position of the �nal piston displacement of the deformation

cycle� an o�set between these two extrapolations is observed� Its occurrence indicates

a change in friction and its magnitude may be given as an estimate of uncertainty in

di�erential stress� Step tests that were performed at a temperature of ����oC can be

evaluated in a similar way� as for ����oC no dependence of the slope �stage � in Figure

��� on the piston velocity is observed �Figure ���� Altogether �� cycles were analysed

and on average� a change in friction corresponding to a stress uncertainty of �� MPa is

obtained�

The magnitude of all errors discussed above is either smaller than that estimate or

they yielded an upper bound� Therefore� as a conservative estimate� an error of �� MPa

in di�erential stress is taken to be realistic�

����� Uncertainties in strain rate� temperature and con�ning pressure

The error in the determination of the strain rate is mainly given by the uncertainty

in determining the amount of axial shortening� The uncertainty is calculated using a

standard Gaussian error analysis� Assuming an error of ��
 mm in determining the sample

shortening� a typical error of 	 is introduced to the strain rate�

The uncertainty of the sample temperature is given by the uncertainty of the temper�

ature measurements and by the arrangement of the thermocouples relative to the sam�

ple� The tolerance of the employed NiCr�Ni thermocouples is ����oC at room pressure�
Getting and Kennedy ��	�� showed that pressure a�ects the temperature readings of

Chromel�Alumel thermocouples considerably� No such correction was applied here� how�

ever� due to uncertainty in the seal temperature� Radial temperature gradients within the

assembly are generally low and negligible �Leistner� �	� Rybacki et al�� ���� Recorded

axial temperature gradients in this study are given in Table ��� The deviation from the

average temperature is �oC��oC for a ��� mm graphite wall thickness and ��oC�	oC
for a ��� mm graphite wall thickness� This higher reliability and reproducibility is re�

�ected by the low scatter in relative oven power �Figure ���� The temperature gradients

within the sample are expected to be considerably lower than those deduced from the
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readings of the thermocouples �Rybacki et al�� ����

Figure ��� Relative oven power as a function of the temperature read by the
controlling thermocouple� The legend gives the maximum recorded temper�
ature di�erence for the di�erent experiments that are indicated by di�erent
symbols� Solid dots correspond to runs using a graphite furnace with a wall
thickness of ��� mm instead of ��� mm� Lower temperature di�erences and
higher reliability and reproducibility is obtained if a graphite furnace with a
larger wall thickness is used�

Nominal con�ning pressure is calculated from the oil pressure acting on the con�ning

pressure piston and the ratio of the di�erent piston areas� Accuracy is not limited by

the accuracy of the gauges� but by friction losses within the assembly� All experiments

were carried out at a nominal con�ning pressure of ���� MPa� which at ����oC is ���

MPa over the equilibrium pressure of the reaction albite�nepheline�jadeite �Figure ���

Consequently� no albite or nepheline was detected by X�ray di�raction upon termination

of the experiment �Chapter ������� Yet� the reaction yielding albite and nepheline may be

sluggish� such that no detectable amounts are generated� Various authors have discussed
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the complex dependency of the deviation of �sample pressure� from �nominal pressure�

�Kim� �	�� Johannes� �	�� Mirwald et al�� �	��� Their results� however� are not easily

transferable� as they are speci�c to the individual set�ups�

Figure � shows force vs� displacement curves for cycles designed to locate the sample

hitpoint� Stress was determined from the average force for the forward and backward

movement of the piston� Assuming that friction is equal and opposite for advancing

and retreating� this provides a measure of the con�ning pressure� Only two cycles yield

calculated con�ning pressures close to the nominal con�ning pressure of ���� MPa� The

calculated con�ning pressure is usually ��� MPa below the calibration� The calculation

provides only a rough guide to con�ning pressure� however� as the con�ning pressure

piston is coupled to the axial piston by a dynamic seal�

Figure �� This �gure presents an estimate of con�ning pressure from the
recorded force vs� displacement curves� Force is converted to stress using the
diameter of the piston� Average stresses were calculated from corresponding
portions of the force vs� displacement curves obtained for advance and retrac�
tion of the piston� These are indicated by the near horizontal lines� Under the
assumption of symmetric friction the average stress during advance and re�
treat may serve as a measure of the con�ning pressure� The nominal con�ning
pressure of ���� MPa is indicated by a horizontal line�
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	�� Derivation of �ow law parameters

����� Derivation of the ow law parameters for synthetic jadeitite samples

Creep data were selected or rejected based on prede�ned criteria� Data from all runs

where the samples were clearly tilted were discarded� When evaluation of the step tests

yielded unrealistic values for the stress exponent and the activation energy respectively�

these data were neglected� Results from step tests that were not self�consistent �JD���C�

Figure �� in Appendix C�� were not considered also� As an example� the stress derived

from a temperature�stepping test on sample JD���C did not decrease with increasing

temperature at a similar strain rate� The set of data which is �nally used to derive �ow law

parameters for the synthetic jadeitite samples is given in Table ��� Results from step tests

as well as from single cycle deformation experiments are included� The advantage of using

step tests is that e�ects due to sample�to�sample variation are minimized �Kronenberg

and Tullis� �����

Sample T �� �� � stress

�oC� �MPa� �s��� � � evolution

JD���B�� ���� �� �
	� ��� � ���
 �� steady�state

JD���B�� ���� �� �	� ��� � ����  steady�state

JD��B �	� 
 	�� ��� � ���� �� hardening

JD���A�� ��� �� �	� �� � ���
 �� steady�state

JD���A�� ���� �� ��� ��	 � ���
  softening

JD�
�B�� �� � �� ��� � ���� �� softening

JD�
�B�� �� � 
� ��� � ���� �� steady�state

JD�
�A�� ���� � ��� �� � ���
 	 steady�state��

JD�	�A�� �� 		� ��� � ���� �
 softening

JD�	�A�� �� ��� ��� � ���
 �� softening

Table ��� Selected mechanical data of synthetic jadeitite for derivation of �ow
law parameters� T � ��� �� and � denote temperature� di�erential stress� strain
rate and strain� ��� denotes that a sudden drop of load occurred� after steady�
state was achieved�
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Creep data were �t by a power law equation �equation 
�� using the method that was

described in Chapter ������ Inversion yields the following parameters�

n � 
�	 � ���

Q � 
�� � �	 kJ�mol

lnA � �
�
 � ��� �

For comparison a �ow law with an exponential form �equation �� was �tted as well� In

this case� the following parameters were obtained�

b � �� � ���� � � � ����

Q � 
�� � 
� kJ�mol

lnA � ���� � 
��

Figure �� shows the data for synthetic jadeitite �t by the power law equation� For clarity�

the exponential law is not included in the plot� To quantify the quality of the �ts of both

�ow laws� the norm of the error vector �� was determined �Chapter ������� For the power

law j��j���� is obtained and for the exponential form j��j���� is obtained� indicating that
the power law �t is more appropriate� Using the measured temperatures and di�erential

stresses� the power law predicts strain rates which di�er from the experimentally deter�

mined strain rates by �� to ��� � i� e� they deviate by less than a factor of two� These

deviations are substantially larger when the exponential law is applied�
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Figure ��� Plots show the �t of the experimental data of synthetic jadeitite
�indicated by symbols� by the power law �solid and dotted line�� Error bars
according to chapter 	��� Top� log�log plot of stress versus strain rate shows
the �t of the data by the �ow law evaluated for temperatures of ��oC and
����oC� bottom� semilog plot of stress versus inverse temperature shows how
the �ow law �ts the data for strain rates of �����
 s�� and ������ s���
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����� Derivation of the ow law parameters for natural jadeitite samples

For the natural jadeitite� no data had to be excluded from the inversion due to inhomo�

geneous deformation of the samples� However� brittle failure during runs FC
�� and JC�


�Figures �� and �� in Appendix C� preclude their use for deriving �ow stresses� Due to

the high strength of natural jadeitite� for some experiments no mechanical steady�state

level could be obtained as maximum axial forces are constrained to approximately �� kN

by the strength of the WC�pistons� Catastrophic failure of the axial piston was encoun�

tered at a force of �� kN during the run FC
�� �Figure �� in Appendix C�� Table �


summarizes the data to be used for the determination of �ow law parameters�

Sample T �� �� � stress

�oC� �MPa� �s��� � � evolution

JC���� �� � ��
� �� � ���
 � hardening

FC
�� ����� �� ��� ��� � ���� �� softening

FC
�� ����� � ��� ��� � ���� 	 softening

FC
�	 �� �� �
� �� � ���� � steady�state

FC
�� ��� � ���� ��� � ����  hardening

JD
���� ��� � ���� ��� � ���� �� steady�state

Table �
� Mechanical data from experiments on natural samples that are used

for derivation of �ow law parameters� T � ��� �� and � denote temperature�

di�erential stress� strain rate and strain�

A power law equation was used to �t the data� Inversion of the data yields�

n � ��� � ��


Q � ��
 � � kJ�mol

lnA � ����� � ��� �

An error vector of ��
 is calculated� which is considerably lower than that for the synthetic

jadeitite samples� This is surprising� as large sample�to�sample variations were expected

due to the inhomogeneity of the undeformed microstructure� The data set is smaller and
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a more narrow range of temperature und strain�rate was covered in comparison to the

data of the synthetic jadeitite� However� Figure �� con�rms the good �t to the power law

equation� The magnitude of the stress exponent and the good correspondance to a power

law equation are indicative of deformation in the dislocation creep regime� As indicated in

Chapter ���� accompanying occurrence of microstructural features is required to con�rm

that samples were deformed in the regime of dislocation creep �compare Chapter 	�
��
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Figure ��� Plots show the �t of the experimental data of natural jadeitite
�indicated by symbols� by a power law equation� Top� semilog plot of di�er�
ential stress �� versus inverse temperature ��T is presented at strain rates of
������ s��� ������ s�� and �����
 s��� Bottom� log�log plot of di�erential stress
�� versus strain rate �� is shown at temperatures of ��oC and ����oC�
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����� Discussion of the activation energy for dislocation creep of jadeite

The micromechanical model underlaying the power law developed by Weertman �����

demands that the activation energy for creep corresponds to the activation energy for

di�usion of the slowest moving species� For metals� an extensive set of data con�rms

this assumption �Weertman� ����� For the present study� the activation energy for the

di�usion of the slowest moving species of jadeite would need to be compared to the ac�

tivation energy for dislocation creep of jadeite� Microstructural evidence for dislocation

creep in natural jadeitite is not present� however �Chapter 	�
�� Consequently� the fol�

lowing considerations will be restricted to the results obtained for the synthetic samples�

A discussion of the activation energy for dislocation creep of jadeite would be di�cult� as

no di�usion data are presently available for jadeite�

In contrast� di�usion experiments were carried out for all atomic species of diopside

and their corresponding activation energies were derived �Farver� ��� Ryerson and Mc�

Keegan� ��� Dimanov and Ingrin� ��� B�ejina and Jaoul� �	� Azough et al�� ���

Pacaud et al�� ��� Activation energies for dislocation creep of diopside range from


�� kJ�mol to 	�� kJ�mol �Table ���� Simple averaging yields an activation energy for

dislocation creep of diopside of approximately ��� kJ�mol� This is distinctly higher than

the activation energy determined for the dislocation creep of jadeite� Consequently� it is

expected that the activation energies for di�usion in jadeite and diopside should di�er

also� From this reasoning� the di�usion data for diopside are not directly applicable to

the case of jadeitite� From an overview of the di�usion data for diopside� it is notable that

no simple and clear correlation between the di�usion data and the activation energies for

creep of dioside is evident�

It could be argued� however� that the di�usion data derived for diopside should be

applicable to the creep of jadeitite for the following reasons� Both minerals have the

same crystal structure and� as will be shown in Chapter 	��� their rheological behaviour

is similar to some extent at laboratory conditions� In addition� for both minerals� the

corresponding ionic radii are comparable� Beiser ����� gave ionic radii of ���� nm for

Na�� ����� nm for Al��� ��� nm for Ca�� and ����� nm for Mg���

In general� it might be too naive an approach for complex crystal structures like sili�

cates to simply equate the activation energies for creep and self�di�usion of the slowest
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moving species� Di�usion in clinopyroxene� involves the motion of charged defects� As

such� the kinetics of di�usion are governed by a coupled di�usion process that is deter�

mined by the coe�cients of self�di�usion of every involved atomic species �Pacaud et al��

��� More elaborate models might be needed for a better understanding of the quanti�

tative dependence of creep on di�usion�

In summary� it is concluded that a discussion of the activation energy obtained for the

creep of synthetic jadeitite on the basis of di�usion data derived for the atomic species of

diopside is not straightforward� Di�usion experiments on jadeitite� however� have recently

been proposed by Chakraborty and Dohmen �personal communication�� These data will

provide a better basis for discussion�

	�� Interpretation of microstructures of deformed samples

Several mechanisms are active in the dislocation creep regime� The strain producing

mechanism is mainly dislocation glide� Dislocation climb can occur at higher tempera�

ture� which allows line defects to recover in lower energy con�gurations� Recovery includes

the annihilation of dislocations and the formation of low�angle grain boundaries by the

arrangement of geometrically necessary dislocations in arrays �e� g� Barber� ���� In

addition� the dislocation density is lowered locally by dynamic recrystallization� Grain

boundary migration recrystallization involves growth of grains with a low dislocation den�

sity at the expense of grains with a high dislocation density� eventually leading to bulges

in the grain boundaries� Formation of new grains by ongoing migration of geometrically

necessary dislocations into low�angle boundaries is termed subgrain rotation recrystal�

lization� Operation of these mechanisms give rise to the development of microstructural

features that are indicative for dislocation creep�

Experimental rock deformation studies in the dislocation creep regime reveal that mi�

crostructures adjust to the di�erential stress with increasing strain �Nicolas and Poirier�

�	�� Tullis� ���� Steady�state �ow causes the development of a steady�state microstruc�

ture �Etheridge and Wilkie� ����� For metals� a strain of �� is su�cient to obtain such a

microstructure �Twiss� �		�� For rocks� the appearance of a steady�state microstructure

is critically dependent on the starting grain size� Mercier et al� ��		� generally assumed a

rapid achievement of a steady�state microstructure within a few hours at laboratory condi�
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tions� Dell�Angelo and Tullis ���� expected that complete recrystallization has to occur

before a steady�state microstructure is obtained� From their experiments they concluded

that steady�state will never be achieved under laboratory conditions when starting from

a coarse grain size� Once a steady�state microstructure is developed� microstructural fea�

tures such as dislocation density� subgrain size and dynamically recrystallized grain size

are independent of strain and temperature� yet dependent on di�erential stress� This

means that for a given di�erential stress during progressive deformation� a characteristic

mean size of recrystallized grains will evolve �Twiss� �		�� Coarse grain size does not

correspond to the range of stress that is commonly attained in experimental rock defor�

mation� Therefore a substantial decrease in grain size is observed when coarse grains are

used and strain is su�ciently high for recrystallization� This has recently been con�rmed

by experiments done on coarse�grained rock samples in torsion �Pieri et al�� ������ These

authors observed that a grain size reduction from ��� �m to a size of �� �m was necessary

to obtain steady�state microstructures�

Extrapolation of experimentally derived �ow laws is only useful if �ow laws are derived

from steady�state data� This involves a mechanical steady�state as well as a steady�state

microstructure�

����� Interpretation of microstructures of deformed synthetic samples

The active deformation mechanisms can be concluded from the microstructural obser�

vations� Microstructures of deformed synthetic samples clearly indicate deformation by

dislocation creep�

It is inferred that two recovery mechanisms were active� highly sutured grain bound�

aries show that grain boundary migration recrystallisation was activated� The recrystal�

lized volume is enhanced by the migration of high�angle boundaries in addition to bulging�

The shape�preferred orientation is more pronounced than expected for the limited amount

of strain introduced by the shortening of the samples� This is an indication that ori�

ented growth of the grains along their c�axis occurred during deformation� Helmstedt et

al� ��	�� suggested previously that oriented growth of omphacite occurred during defor�

mation� Growth mechanisms can be either grain boundary migration or di�usive mass

tranfer�
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EBSD measurements �Figure ��� reveal a CPO within the deformed samples� which

is caused by activation of the ���������� slip system� For samples JD�	�A and JB���B

�Figure ��� a signi�cant CPO is discernible� in contrast to the undeformed sample� No

distinct CPO is discernible in sample JD�
�B� Sample JD�	�A has the most pronounced

CPO� Automated EBSD measurements were performed over the entire sample using a

grid mesh size of �� �m� For samples JD���B and JD�
�B� measurements were carried

out on a narrow band �width� ��� �m� length� ��� �m� on the outer edge of the samples

oriented parallel to the sample axis� A mesh size of � �m was used� As the strain is

similar for all samples� it is suspected that the results of the EBSD measurements were

a�ected by the choice of the analysed areas� It was expected� however� that the CPO is

most pronounced at the edge of the sample�

An average grain size of �� �m is observed for the deformed samples� Steady�state

grain sizes from high strain experiments are on the same order of magnitude �Bystricky

et al�� ����� Pieri et al�� ������ These studies needed very high strains to obtain a

steady�state microstructure� as the starting material was coarse�grained� In the case of

the present study� however� the grain size of the starting microstructure is already closer

to the steady�state grain size� Steady state is achieved more quickly and little strain is

required to obtain a steady�state microstructure�

When comparing experimentally�deformed rocks to naturally�deformed rocks� it is

useful to identify the predominant deformation mechanisms� Mechanical data can only

be reliably extrapolated when the deformation mechanisms are the same �Schmid� ����

Buatier et al�� ��� Dell�Angelo and Tullis� ��� Handy et al�� ������ As there is no de�

scription of naturally�deformed jadeitite� the microstructures of experimentally�deformed

synthetic jadeitite will be compared to those of naturally�deformed omphacites in eclog�

ites� Several studies attempt to constraint the rheology of eclogite from analysing the

microstructural record �Philippot and van Roermond� ��� Godard and von Roermond�

��� van der Klauw et al�� �	� St�ockhert et al�� �	� Piepenbreier and St�ockhert� ������

These studies aim to identify the operating deformation mechanisms� the temperature at

which deformation took place and to relate the microfabrics to a �ow stress or a strain

rate� Piepenbreier and St�ockhert ������ analysed microstructures of naturally�deformed

eclogites from the Alps� They observed microstructural features in the omphacites from
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high�strain regions similar to those in the experimentally deformed synthetic jadeitite

samples� Irregular grain shapes and highly sutured high�angle boundaries were observed�

in addition to low�angle boundaries� EBSD measurements reveal pronounced CPO for

�ne�grained aggregates �grain size �� �m to �� �m�� Pole �gures from EBSD measure�

ments are similar to those from deformed synthetic jadeitite samples� A SPO was observed

where strain was localized� From their observations� they concluded that dislocation creep

was the dominant deformation mechanism�

Buatier et al� ���� described similar microstructures for naturally�deformed eclogites�

in which omphacite showed a high degree of ductility� A foliation was de�ned by a SPO

of the omphacite grains and a CPO was observed within low and intermediate strain

regions� With additional TEM investigations� they concluded that dislocation creep was

the dominant deformation mechanism in the omphacite� They pointed out that for the

assumed temperatures� �ow laws for diopside predict a high creep strength� suggesting

that omphacite should have low ductility� To explain this discrepancy� they suggested

that hydrolytic weakening e�ects are operative�

Philippot and van Roermond ���� observed a layering of moderately� and highly�

strained mylonites� Omphacite grains in the latter have a recrystallized grain size of �

�m� These grains are elongated with very high aspect ratios up to �� and with irregular

boundaries� They show undulose extinction and low�angle boundaries� The microstruc�

tures of these natural rocks reveal a qualitative similarity to the microstructures of the

deformed synthetic jadeitite samples� They also infer that dislocation creep is the domi�

nant deformation mechanism of omphacites in their studied samples�

The relatively low strength of omphacite in contrast to garnet has been con�rmed with

microstructural analysis of Alpine eclogites by Godard and van Roermond ����� They

identi�ed dislocation creep mechanisms by TEM analysis� Deformed omphacite grains

were more elongated than undeformed grains� suggesting that oriented growth occurred

during recrystallization� A CPO evolved from the growth of elongated crystals� The

occurrence of sutured high�angle grain boundaries in the omphacites indicates that grain

boundary migration was operative� Godard and van Roermond ���� conjectured that

application of diopside �ow laws to omphacite may not be appropriate� as an unreasonable

high strength would be predicted�
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Most of the omphacite grains investigated by Mauler et al� ������ showed straight grain

boundaries that were optically strain free� Dislocation creep mechanisms were identi�ed

in some grains by TEM analysis� The omphacite grains de�ne a foliation by a SPO�

Di�erent types of CPO were detected using EBSD techniques� In contrast to other studies

that identi�ed dislocation creep as the dominant deformation mechanism� these authors

suggested oriented growth as the main deformation mechanism in omphacites� They

proposed a di�usive mass transfer processes�

The ���������� slip system that is active in synthetic jadeitite has also been reported for

experimental deformation of diopside by Av�e Lallement ��	�� and Kirby and Kronenberg

������ The ����� slip direction corresponds to the shortest Burgers vector in diopside

�Nicolas and Poirier� �	��� The studies on naturally deformed omphacite mentioned

above have con�rmed glide on that slip system and have identi�ed additional active slip

systems� For example� Godard et al� ���� identi�ed f���g����� and ����!���� h���i as
slip systems� Philippot and van Roermond ���� found f���g������ ���f���g h!���i�
���������� and ������������� to be active slip systems� ���f���g h���i� f���g����� and
���������� were inferred by Buatier et al� �����

Comparison of the microstructures of deformed synthetic jadeitite samples and nat�

urally�deformed omphacites reveals many similarities� The same deformation mechanisms

are inferred for both� In addition� the microstructures of deformed synthetic jadeitite

samples appear to re�ect a microstructural steady�state� One can conclude therefore�

that extrapolation of the rheological data for synthetic jadeitite to natural conditions is

possible�

����� Interpretation of microstructures of deformed natural samples

The occurrence of undulose extinction is commonly used to infer that dislocation glide

was an active intracrystalline deformation mechanism� In contrast� Philippot and van

Roermond ���� determined from ultra�thin sections of naturally�deformed omphacites

that undulatory extinction can be attributed to a subgrain microstructure� Such a mi�

crostructure is indicative for recovery�controlled dislocation creep �Barber� ��� Nicolas

and Poirier� �	��� In the experimentally�deformed samples� evidence of recovery by dis�

location climb is not discernible by optical microscopy� Twinning occurs more frequently
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with increasing stress� In accordance with the observed strain hardening� these observa�

tions indicate that deformation takes place in the regime of low�temperature plasticity�

Contributions from dislocation creep� however� cannot be excluded�

Accumulated strain was mostly accommodated by inhomogenous deformation of the

grains as revealed from the observation of undulose extinction� Recrystallisation was not

e�ectively activated� A coarse�grained sample requires high strain at typical laboratory

stresses to develop features characteristic of steady�state microstructure�

It is concluded that the microstructures of the deformed natural samples do not repre�

sent a steady�state microstructure� Thus� stresses derived from deformation experiments

are presumably not steady�state� Therefore� it is of limited use to extrapolate the ob�

tained �ow law for natural jadeitite to natural conditions� Observations from deformed

natural samples demonstrate the importance of reaching steady�state deformation� and

suggest that synthetic samples� are a better choice for achieving steady�state quickly�

	�� Errors inherent in the extrapolation to natural strain rates

Application of experimentally�derived �ow laws to natural conditions requires extrapola�

tion of applicability over several orders of magnitude in time and length scale �Paterson�

��	�� Also� experimental studies generally use temperatures that are much higher than

those existing in natural settings� It is often uncertain if the same processes and mecha�

nisms are active in laboratory studies and under natural conditions �e� g� St�ockhert and

Renner� ���� Laboratory experiments often neglect factors such as the chemical en�

vironment� which may be of signi�cance to the actual deformation processes �Paterson�

������ Neglecting these general problems� it has to be considered that the stress exponent�

the activation energy and the preexponential factor of the �ow law are subject to errors�

which will lead to respective uncertainties� The following considerations will focus on the

mechanical data of synthetic jadeitite aggregates�

The �ow law is applied using low natural strain rates on the order of ����� s��� A

maximum uncertainty in temperature for a given stress is obtained by a combination of

upper and lower bounds of the parameters of the �ow law �Figure ���� In the present

case a lower bound is obtained from the combination n ��n�Q ��Q� lnA � �lnA� In
contrast� the combination n��n�Q��Q� ln�A���lnA yields an upper bound for the
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temperature at a given stress �Figure ���� This method results in a broad range of stress�

However� it should be noted that the errors of the individual �ow law parameters for

synthetic jadeitite are well within the range of errors given for other published �ow laws�

The applied procedure for an estimate of the errors of extrapolation is not satisfying�

however� as the corresponding sets of �ow law parameters do not provide a good �t to the

creep data� This is con�rmed by a high magnitude of the error vector �� �Chapter �������

For the given combinations of parameters� the error vector exceeds the error vector that

is obtained using n� Q and lnA by a factor of twenty� From that� it is concluded that

the �ow law parameters cannot be varied independently within the ranges given by their

errors�

To obtain a better constraint on the resulting uncertainty� a di�erent approach is

followed� one �ow law parameter p is �xed to either p � �p or p � �p� �rst� For each
of these �xed upper and lower bounds� the other two parameters are redetermined by

inversion of the creep data� The inversion method described in Chapter ����� is adopted

accordingly� which in this case leads to�

�
BBBB�
ln ��� � lnAmin�max

���

ln ��N � lnAmin�max

�
CCCCA �

�
BBBB�
ln��
���

ln�N

��T�
���

��TN

�
CCCCA �

�
B� n

�Q�R

�
CA � ��
�

From this n and Q are determined for lnAmin and for lnAmax� such that two new pairs of

nmin� Qmin and nmax� Qmax are obtained� An appropriate combination of these parameters

with the �xed lnA leads to upper and lower bounds in temperature in the extrapolation

�Figure ���� An analogous procedure is repeated for the stress exponent and the activation

energy� For a �xed Qmin and Qmax� lnA and n are obtained using��
BBBB�
ln ��� � �Qmin�max�R� � ��T�

���

ln ��N � �Qmin�max�R� � ��TN

�
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�
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�
���

�
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���
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�
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�
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�
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and lnA and Q are determined for nmin and nmax by using��
BBBB�
ln ��� � n � ln��

���
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�
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�
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�
���

�
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���
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�
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�
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�
CA ����
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The low magnitude of the error vectors con�rms the general applicability of that method�

The outermost extrapolations from these three cases are regarded as realistic lower and

upper bounds for the extrapolation of the �ow law�

Figure ��� The �ow law for synthetic jadeitite �Chapter 	����� evaluated for a
strain rate of ������� s�� is indicated by the line with full squares� The curves
labeled with dots show maximum uncertainty due to uncorrelated variation
of all �ow law parameters within the individual error bars� The bounds for
correlated variations are indicated by di�erent lines as explained in the legend�
The solid line without symbols is a realistic estimate of the uncertainty in the
extrapolation due to errors of the �ow law parameters�
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	�� Normalized representation of �ow laws

A comparison of the rheological behaviour of di�erent minerals should be based on dimen�

sionless variables to be of general value �Ranalli� ���� Provided that properly scaled

variables are chosen� polycrystalline aggregates with the same crystal structure and type

of bonding should behave in a similar rheological manner� On this basis� Frost and Ashby

����� de�ned isomechanical groups� Identi�cation of isomechanical groups may allow the

estimation of rheological properties for a material of interest� if the rheological properties

of an analog material are known� This approach might be bene�cial when experimen�

tal limitations prevent the characterisation of the rheology of the material of interest�

This procedure entails the normalization of the temperature with respect to the melting

temperature and the di�erential stress with respect to the shear modulus �Poirier� �����

Karato ���� showed that for minerals with a rocksalt or an olivine structure� stress�

temperature relationships for di�erent compositions converge� The di�erence in strength

of diopside� jadeite and omphacite may be caused by di�erent melting temperatures� The

concept of homologous temperature states that for a given temperature the mineral with

the higher homologous temperature �T�TMelt� is weaker �Poirier� ���� Frost and Ashby�

����� In a normalized representation this di�erence should vanish� The strength of

diopside �Kirby and Kronenberg� ���� Bystricky and Mackwell� ����� and jadeite �this

study� is compared using a normalized representation �Figure �
��

All �ow laws concentrate in a band of normalized stresses having a width below one

half of an order of magnitude for the investigated range� Extending the �ow law for

diopside from Kirby and Kronenberg ������ the strength of synthetic jadeitite is bound

by the data for diopside from Bystricky and Mackwell ������ and Kirby and Kronenberg

������ The natural jadeitite is stronger than the synthetic jadeitite and diopside �Kirby

and Kronenberg� ����� The slopes of the �ow laws for natural jadeitite and diopside from

Kirby and Kronenberg ������ however� are similar� Comparison with the �ow law for

natural jadeitite is not ideal� however� as it does not present steady�state creep� The �ow

laws for diopside di�er in strength and in their slopes� As both studies were performed

on dry material from the same location� this indicates a possible range of experimental

uncertainties� With such a width of uncertainty� it can be concluded that in a normalized

representation� jadeitite shows the same mechanical behaviour as diopside�
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These observations indicate that jadeitite and diopside belong to an isomechanical

group� The rheological properties of omphacite for natural conditions may be obtained

from a linear interpolation of relevant properties of jadeitite and diopside�

Figure �
� Normalized representation of �ow laws for jadeitite and diopside�
T�TMelt is the homologous temperature� �� is the di�erential stress and G is
the shear modulus� Flow laws are evaluated for the temperature range of the
corresponding studies and a strain rate of �����
 s��� The shear moduli and
melting temperatures are determined seperately for each study� based on the
average temperature and pressure of the studies�
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	�� Comparison of natural and synthetic samples

It was pointed out in Chapter 	�
�� that the di�erential stresses derived for natural

jadeitite samples do not re�ect mechanical steady�state behaviour� The microstructures

also indicate that no microstructural steady�state was achieved� The �ow law does not

represent steady�state behaviour and consequently it is of limited use to compare it with

other �ow laws based on steady�state deformation�

It is noted� however� that the stress exponent and activation energy do not di�er

substantially from each other� considering the range of uncertainty �Table ���� The pre�

exponential factor is higher for the natural samples� which translates to a greater strength

�Figure �� and Figure �
�� At higher temperature the lower activation energy of the nat�

ural jadeitite determines its mechanical behaviour� and the relative strength of synthetic

and natural jadeitite is reversed �Figure ���� It is noteworthy that extrapolation of the

�ow laws for natural and the synthetic jadeitite yields similar strengths�

parameter natural synthetic

n ������
 
�	����
Q ��
�� kJ�mol 
����	 kJ�mol
lnA ��������� �
�
����

Table ��� Comparison of �ow law parameters for natural and synthetic

jadeitite� A is given in units of MPa�ns���

The strength of natural jadeitite is higher than that of synthetic jadeitite at similar

deformation conditions �Figure ���� Similar observations were made in other studies that

compared natural and synthetic rocks� Hacker and Christie ���� encountered brittle

behaviour for coarse�grained amphibolite� when a �ne�grained synthetic amphibolite dis�

played ductile behaviour� They attributed the higher ductility of the synthetic samples

to a greater concentration and variety of defects introduced during synthesis� Luan and

Paterson ���� compared natural and synthetic quartz with similar grain size and di�er�

ent water content� Natural quartz samples� having a lower water content were stronger

than synthetic samples� For the case of diopside� the natural material was coarse�grained�

whereas the hot�pressed samples were �ne�grained �Bystricky and Mackwell� ������ These
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authors proposed that deformation of �ne�grained samples is enhanced by an additional

contribution of di�usion processes to dislocation creep� Tullis and Yund ����� deformed

�ne�grained ����� �m� and coarse�grained ������	� �m� feldspar aggregates and found

a lower strength for the �ne�grained material� They attributed the weakness of the �ne�

grained material to e�ective dynamic recrystallization�

The Hall�Petch relationship established in metallurgy� predicts an increasing �ow stress

with decreasing grain diameter� as grain boundaries act as obstacles to the glide of disloca�

tions �e� g� Schmid� ����� Such a relationship is not seen in the case of jadeite� for stresses

increase with increasing grain size� The Hall�Petch relationship is not well documented

for silicates as it is with metals�

In the present study� the apparent di�erence in strength is caused by the di�erent

microstructures of natural and synthetic samples �Chapter 	�
�� and Chapter 	�
���� Re�

crystallization mechanisms do not operate in the natural material at that low strains� and

therefore� there is no reduction in �ow stress� Despite the di�culties of inhomogeneous

deformation in certain cases due to sample tilting� synthetic samples are advantageous�

and should be used for future deformation studies�

It generally is a matter of debate whether a �ow law derived from natural or synthetic

samples is more applicable to natural conditions� For the reasons given in the previous

chapters� here� more con�dence is attributed to the �ow law for the synthetic samples�
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Figure ��� Comparison of stress vs� strain curves for synthetic and natural
jadeitite samples� Natural samples generally yield higher stresses� a� FC
��
and JD��B at ��oC and �� � � � ����s��� b� JC��� and JD���A�� at ����oC
and �� � � � ���
s�� c� JC��� and JD���B�� at ��oC and �� � � � ���
s��� d�
FC
�� and JD�
�B�� at ����oC and �� � � � ����s���
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	�	 Application of results to geological processes

The petrological structure of subducted lithosphere is composed of an oceanic mantle

overlain by a basaltic crust� which transforms to eclogite during subduction� Numerical

modelling of the thermal structure of subducted lithosphere shows that mantle isotherms

get dragged downwards with the descending plate �Peacock� ��� Turcotte and Schubert�

������ The lithosphere is gradually heated up with increasing depth�

The top eclogite layer mainly consists of omphacite and garnet� The rheology of such

a polyphase material can be approximated by the rheology of the weakest phase� if one

mineral is su�ciently weak and makes up a su�cient large volume fraction �Handy� ����

Such is the case for omphacite in eclogites as revealed from microstructural analysis of

naturally�deformed rocks �Godard and von Roermond� ����

With an increase of temperature� the strength of the eclogite layer gradually decreases�

It has been argued that deformation mechanisms other than dislocation creep are pre�

sumably dominant at conditions within a subduction zone� St�ockhert and Renner ����

and Mauler et al� ������ suggested that di�usion processes may prevail over dislocation

creep processes in subduction zones� St�ockhert ������ proposed dissolution precipitation

creep as the dominant deformation mechanism� These mechanisms are operative at lower

stresses than required for dislocation creep� Thus� a dislocation creep �ow law would

provide upper bounds for the di�erential stress�

Omphacite belongs to the solid�solution series jadeite�diopside� and has a composition

that is intermediate between the end�members� Diopside �ow laws have been used to

approximate the rheology of omphacite� These �ow laws predict unrealistically high

stresses �Godard and von Roermond� ���� indicating that diopside rheology may not be

a good indicator for eclogite rheology �Piepenbreier and St�ockhert� ������ The rheology

of jadeite has been investigated in the present study� The rheology of diopside and jadeite

should bracket the strength of omphacite� The mechanical behaviour of omphacite may

be inferred based on its isomechanical group �Chapter 	���� Deformation experiments

are still needed� however� to constrain omphacite rheology� The mechanical behaviour of

omphacite may change with ordering and disordering of cations� though �Brenker et al��

������

Several �ow laws for diopside are summarized below �Table ���� These studies used
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natural diopside from the same locality �Sleaford Bay� South Australia�� Boland and

Tullis ����� deformed natural diopside aggregates under �wet� �� wt water added� and

nominally �dry� conditions in a gas�medium apparatus� They �t a power law to mechanical

data from one experiment that involved several cycles� They observed that dislocation

creep microstructures were accompanied by microcracking� Kirby and Kronenberg �����

studied the mechanical behaviour at higher con�ning pressures �up to � GPa� and under

dry conditions in a Griggs apparatus� They identi�ed three di�erent deformation regimes�

At pressures above ���� MPa and high temperature the microfabrics of deformed samples

indicated recovery� multiple slip and recrystallization� Another study has recently been

carried out by Bystricky and Mackwell ������ using a gas�medium apparatus� They

deformed natural dry diopside in the dislocation creep regime� In addition� they hot�

pressed �ne�grained samples from ground diopside and deformed them� They observed

microstructural features showing that di�usion creep was active in addition to dislocation

creep� Jin et al� ������ deformed hot�pressed samples with an eclogitic composition at 


GPa� Recently� Mei et al� ������ and Zhang et al� ������ reported preliminary results on

the e�ect of water on the creep behaviour of diopside aggregates and eclogite� Parameters

of �ow laws quoted above are compiled in Table ���

material reference n Q lnA

�kJ�mol� �MPa�ns���

synthetic jadeitite this study 
�	���� 
����	 �
�
����
natural jadeitite this study ������
 ��
�� ���������
�wet� diopside Boland # Tullis ����� 
�
���� ����� ���

�dry� diopside Kirby # Kronenberg ����� ��
���� 
���
� �����

�dry� diopside Bystricky # Mackwell ������ ��	���� 	����� ��������
�eclogite� Jin et al� ������ 
������ ����
� 	������

Table ��� Experimentally determined power law parameters n� Q and lnA for

diopside and jadeitite aggregates�

Extrapolation of the �ow laws for synthetic jadeitite and diopside reveals a lower �ow

stress for jadeitite compared with diopside �Figure ���� This holds for all �ow laws pre�
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Figure ��� Extrapolation of �ow laws for diopside� jadeitite and garnet to a
low natural strain rate of �����s��� Extrapolation of the �ow law for natural
jadeitite should be considered cautious� however� The �ow laws for two repre�
sentative types of garnet are shown for temperatures above the brittle�ductile
transition� For references refer to Table �� and the text�

sented in Table ��� although these cover a wide range of stresses for a given temperature�

Extrapolation of relevant types of garnet �Nowlan et al�� ����� Piepenbreier and St�ockhert�

����� for temperatures above their brittle�ductile transition �Karato et al�� ��� Wang

and Ji� ����� demonstrates that garnet is stronger than jadeite� These observations are in

agreement with analysis of naturally�deformed rocks� that show that omphacite is weaker

than diopside and garnet� The strength of omphacite must lie between that of jadeite and

diopside� Stresses that were formerly derived for eclogite facies conditions using diopside

data can now be constrained more realistically using the data for jadeite�

Recently� Jin et al� ������ studied the rheology of hot�pressed eclogite samples� Ex�

trapolation of their results �Figure ��� yields a strength of eclogite that lies between the
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predictions for diopside from Boland and Tullis ����� and that from Kirby and Kro�

nenberg ������ and predictions from Bystricky and Mackwell ������� The strength of

omphacite should be lower than that of diopside and of garnet� The data from Jin et

al� ������ do not support this supposition�

In summary� extrapolation of relevant �ow laws to natural conditions shows that

jadeite is distinctly weaker than diopside and garnet� This is in agreement with inter�

ferences made from studies on naturally�deformed rocks� A �ow law for jadeite should

provide a lower bound for the strength of omphacites in eclogites� Stresses in the eclogite

layers in subduction zones must be considerably lower than those inferred from mechanical

data on diopside� but are likely to be higher than stresses determined for jadeite�
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� Summary

At convergent plate boundaries oceanic crust is subducted� As the basaltic upper layer

transforms to eclogite� the mineralogy becomes dominated by garnet and pyroxene �om�

phacite�� Thus the rheology of eclogite has important implications for interplate coupling

in subduction zones and its understanding is vital for the development of better models

of convergent margins� Observations of naturally�deformed eclogites show rigid inclu�

sions of garnet within a strongly deformed pyroxene matrix� Therefore it is assumed that

the pyroxenes control the rheology of eclogites� At present� the rheology of the relevant

diopside�jadeite solid solutions �termed omphacite� is unexplored� The microstructure of

natural eclogites suggests that omphacite can be deformed by dislocation creep even at

temperatures below ���oC �Piepenbreier and St�ockhert� ������ In contrast� available ex�

perimental �ow laws for the end�member diopside �CaMgSi�O�� predict an unrealistically

high strength even for a temperature of 	��oC� Thus� the data for diopside do not seem

to be appropriate to describe the rheology of eclogite� As a systematic approach� the

mechanical behaviour of the end member jadeite �NaAlSi�O�� was investigated�

To investigate the rheology of jadeite� deformation experiments were carried out on

synthetic and natural jadeitite aggregates� Synthetic samples were crystallized in the

stability �eld of jadeite from a synthetic glass precursor with a jadeite composition� The

resulting microstructure correlates with the P�T�t path that is used to reach �nal pressure

and temperature conditions� Doping of the glass with crystalline jadeite powder also has

a marked e�ect on the resulting microstructure� A standard procedure was chosen to

obtain reproducible starting microstructures for deformation experiments� This procedure

yielded jadeitite aggregates with an average grain size of approximately �� �m� which

did not display deformation features or a crystallographic preferred orientation� Natural

jadeitite samples from Burma� also used in deformation experiments� reveal a coarse grain

size and a heterogeneous microstructure�

Deformation experiments were carried out at a con�ning pressure of ��� GPa in a

modi�ed Griggs apparatus� The con�ning medium was provided by a molten eutectic

CsCl�NaCl mixture� Samples were shortened in the axial direction at a constant displace�

ment rate and temperature between ���oC and ����oC� Strain rate varied from ������ s��
to ������ s��� Stress vs� strain curves were derived from the force vs� displacement curves
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to determine sample rheology� A typical uncertainty of �� MPa was determined for the

di�erential stress� A series of test that also involved step tests was performed on both nat�

ural and synthetic samples� A fraction of the mechanical data for the synthetic jadeitite

was discarded� as inhomogenous deformation of samples led to a systematic underesti�

mation of the sample strength� Natural samples yielded a higher strength than synthetic

samples and strain hardening was frequently observed�

Optical microscopy of deformed synthetic samples reveal a pronounced shape preferred

orientation and a crystallographic preferred orientation� Highly sutured grain bound�

aries indicate dynamic recrystallization by grain boundary migration� Development of

a crystallographic preferred orientation was con�rmed by automated electron backscat�

ter di�raction measurements �EBSD� performed on undeformed and deformed synthetic

samples� From these measurements� ���������� was identi�ed as an active slip system�

It was concluded from the microstructural observations that the synthetic samples were

deformed in the dislocation creep regime and that a steady�state microstructure evolved

during deformation� Grain boundary migration recrystallization and oriented growth of

grains in the c�direction were identi�ed� The mechanical data for synthetic jadeitite were

�t by a power law� The �ow law parameters were determined using a global inversion

method� An activation energy for dislocation creep of Q � 
��� �	kJ�mol� a stress ex�
ponent of n � 
�	� ��� and a preexponential factor of ln �A��MPa�ns���� � �
�
� ���
are found for synthetic jadeitite�

A power law equation was also used to �t the mechanical data for natural jadeitite�

Clear evidence for dislocation creep was not discernible by optical microscopy� The occur�

rence of undulose extinction and twinning of grains are the dominant features associated

with intracrystalline deformation� The coarse grain size of the natural samples yields a

deformation microstructure that is far from steady�state� This implies that the �ow law

obtained for the natural material is not representative of a steady�state grain size� ren�

dering the extrapolation to low natural strain rates uncertain� The critical resolved shear

stress for the twinning of jadeite was determined from the orientation of twinned crystals

and known stresses to be ������ MPa�
Extrapolation of the �ow law for synthetic jadeitite to low natural strain rates of

����� s�� reveals that jadeite is signi�cantly weaker than diopside� The extrapolation
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yields a more realistic upper bound to the strength of the eclogite layer as a function

of temperature� and correspondingly� a better estimate of the interplate shear stress in

subduction zones� Stresses are considerably lower than those previously predicted using

�ow laws for diopside�
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A OVERVIEW OF DEFORMATION EXPERIMENTS ���

A Overview of deformation experiments

This Appendix summarizes details of the deformation experiments� T denotes the aver�

age temperature obtained from the thermocouple readings and deviations from that� a

question mark denotes that one thermocouple failed� OP is the relative oven power� vp

the velocity of the axial piston� � l is the �nal change of sample length determined from

measurements before and after the experiment� For step tests it is split up to the single

cycles� cm gives the material used for jacketing� mpre and mpost give slopes of the linear

portions of the force vs� displacement curves before and after the hit�point� Information

on the alignment of the sample is also given� �Sample tilting� is denoted by $�$� $�$ marks
samples which are well aligned with the pistons� For some samples tilting is very low�

these are denoted by a star�



A OVERVIEW OF DEFORMATION EXPERIMENTS ��	

Sample T OP vp � l cm mpre mpost alignment

 oC! �  mm�s!  mm!  kN�mm!  kN�mm!

JD���	 �
	 � �� �� 	��� � 	��� 	�	� Au 	�� 	��� �

JD���C 
�� � �� �� 	��� � 	��� 	�
	 Au ��� ��� �

JD���B 

� � � �� 	��� � 	��� 	��� Pt 	�� 	��� �

JD���� 
�	 � �
 �
 	��� � 	��� ���� Pt 	�� ���� �

JD	��B 
�� � �� �� 	��� � 	��� 	�	� Pt ��� � �

JD���A 

� � � �� 	��� � 	��� 	��� Pt ��� ��� �

JD�	�C 
	� � 	� �
 ���� � 	��
 ��	� Au 	�� �

JD���B�	 ��� � 	� �	 	��� � 	��� ���� Au 	�� 	��� �

JD���B�� ��� � �� �� ���� � 	��
 ���� Au ��
 ���� �

JD���C�	 
�� � �� �� 	��� � 	��� ���� Au 	�� 
�� �

JD���C�� 
�� � �� �� ���	 � 	��
 ���� Au ��� 	��� �

JD���C�� 
�� � �� �� ���	 � 	��� ���� Au ��� ���� �

JD���A�	 �
� � � �� 	��� � 	��� � Au ��� ���

JD���A�� �
� � � �� 	�	� � 	��� � Au ��� �

JD���B�	 

	 � 
 �� ���	 � 	��
 ���� Au 	�� 	��� �

JD���B�� �
	 � 
 �� ��		 � 	��
 ���� Au ��� ���	 �

JD���B�� �
� � � �� ���	 � 	��
 ���	 Au ��� ���	 �

JD�
�B �
� � � �� ���	 � 	��
 	��� Au 	�� 	��� �

JD���A�	 
�� � 	� � 	��� � 	��� ���
 Au 	�	 	��� �

JD���A�� ��� � 	� � 	�	� � 	��� ���	 Au ��� ���� �

JD���B�	 

� � � �� 	��� � 	��� ���� Pt 	�� ���� �

JD���B�� 

� � � �� ���	 � 	��
 ���� Pt 	�� 	��� �

JD���A�	 	�
� � � �� ���	 � 	��� ���� Au ��� ���

JD���A�� 	�	� � 	� �� ���	 � 	��
 ���� Au 	�� 	���

JD���B 	��� � �� �� ���	 � 	��
 ���	 Pt 	�
 ��� �

JD���B�	 

� � 	� �	 ���� � 	��� ���� Pt 	�	 	��� �

JD���B�� �
� � � �� ���� � 	��� ���� Pt ��� ���� �

JD���B�� �
� � � � ��	� � 	��� ���� Pt ��	 �	�� �

Table ��� Details of deformation experiments�
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Sample T OP vp � l cm mpre mpost aligment

 oC! �  mm�s!  mm!  kN�mm!  kN�mm!

JC�	 aborted during set�up of conditions

JDC��	 

� � � �� 	��� � 	��� ���� Pt 	�	 	��	 �

JDC��� �

 � 	 �� 	�	� � 	��� ���
 Pt ��� ���	 �

JDC� 	����� �� 	��� � 	��� � Pt ��� ��� �

JD���A�	 
���� �� ���� � 	��
 ��
	 Au ��� 	��� �

JD���A�� 
���� �� 	��� � 	��� ��
� Au ��	 ���
 �

JD���C ��� � � �� ���� � 	��
 	��� Au ��� 	���

JD���C�	 ��� � 	� �� ���	 � 	��
 	�� Au ��	 	
�� �

JD���C�� ��� � 	� �� ���	 � 	��
 � Au ��� ���� �

JD���C�� 
�� � 	� � ���	 � 	��
 � Au ��� 	
�� �

JD���B 

� � � �� ���� � 	��
 ���� Au ��� 	��� �

JD���B aborted during set�up of conditions

JD���C aborted due to core failure

JD�	�A 

� � 	� �� 	��� � 	��
 ��
� Pt ��� 	��� �

JD���	�	 

� � � �
 ���	 � 	��
 ���� Pt ��� 	��� �

JD���	�� 

� � � �
 	��� � 	��� ���� Pt ��� ���
 �

JD���	�� 

� � � �
 ���� � 	��� � Pt ��� �	�� �

FC��	 	����� �� ���	 � 	��
 ���� Pt ��
 ���� �

JD���� 
�� � �� �� ��
� � 	��� ���� Pt ��� 	��� �

FC��� �
� � � �� ���	 � 	��
 ���� Pt ��
 �	�� �

FC��� 				 � 		 �� ���	 � 	��
 ���� Pt 	�	 	��	 �

FC��� 	��� � � �� ���	 � 	��
 ���� Pt ��
 �	�� �

FC����	 
�� � 	� �� ���	 � 	��
 ��
� Pt 	�� 	��� �

FC����� 
�� � 	� �� ���� � 	��� ���� Pt ��� 	��� �

FC��� 

� � 	� �� 	��� � 	��
 ���� Pt ��� 	��� �

JD�	�C ��� � 	� �� 	��� � 	��
 	��	 Pt ��� ���� �

FC����	 �
� � � �� 	��� � 	��
 ���� Pt ��
 	��� �

FC����� ��� � � �� 	��� � 	��
 ���	 Pt ��� �	�� �

Table 	� continued�
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B Force versus displacement curves

The force vs� displacement curves are displayed in this Appendix� The axial load is given in

kN� the piston displacement is given in �m� T denotes the average temperature obtained

from the thermocouple readings� vp gives the velocity of the axial piston� For step test� all

cycles are displayed together and the corresponding conditions are given in the order the

cycles were performed� In some experiments cycles were done at a high piston velocity to

locate the sample prior to deformation� These cycles are not displayed here�
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Figure �� JD�
�� �top�� T � ��oC� vp � ��
� � ����mm�s and
JD���C �bottom�� T � 	
oC� vp � ��
� � ����mm�s�
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Figure �� JD���B �top�� T � �oC� vp � ��
� � ����mm�s and
JD�
�� �bottom�� T � ��oC� vp � ��

 � ����mm�s�
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Figure 
� JD���B �top�� T � ��oC� vp � ��
� � ����mm�s and
JD
��A �bottom�� T � �oC� vp � ��
� � ����mm�s�
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Figure �� JD���C �top�� LiCl was used as a pressure medium� T � �
oC�
vp � 	��� � ���
mm�s and JD���B �bottom�� T � ���oC� vp � ��
� � ����mm�s and
T � ���oC� vp � 
��� � ���
mm�s�
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Figure �� JD���C �top�� T � 	
oC� vp � ��

 � ����mm�s and vp � 
��� � ���
mm�s
and vp � ���� � ����mm�s and JD���A �bottom�� T � 	�oC� vp � ��
� � ����mm�s and
T � ��oC� vp � ���� � ����mm�s�
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Figure �� JD���B �top�� T � �oC� vp � ���� � ���
mm�s and T � ��oC�
vp � ���� � ���
mm�s and T � 	�oC� vp � ���� � ���
mm�s and
JD��B �bottom�� T � �	oC� vp � 
�
� � ���
mm�s�
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Figure 	� JD���A �top�� T � ��oC� vp � ��
� � ����mm�s and T � ���oC�
vp � ���� � ����mm�s and JD�
�B �bottom�� T � �oC� vp � ��
� � ����mm�s and
vp � 
��� � ���
mm�s�
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Figure �� JD�
�A �top�� T � ���oC� vp � ���� � ����mm�s and T � ����oC�
vp � 
�
� � ���
mm�s and JD���B �bottom�� T � ����oC� vp � 
�
� � ���
mm�s�
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Figure � JD�	�B �top�� T � �oC� vp � ���� � ����mm�s and T � �
oC�
vp � ��
� � ����mm�s and T � 	�oC� vp � ���� � ����mm�s and JC�� �bottom��
T � �oC� vp � ��
� � ����mm�s and T � �oC� vp � ���� � ����mm�s�
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Figure ��� JC�
 �top�� T � ����oC� vp � ��
� � ����mm�s and JD�	 �A �bottom��
T � ��oC� vp � ���� � ���
mm�s and T � ��oC� vp � ��	� � ����mm�s�
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Figure ��� JD���C �top�� T � ���oC� vp � ���� � ���
mm�s and JD���C �bottom��
T � 	��oC� vp � ���� � ���
mm�s and T � ���oC� vp � ���� � ���
mm�s and
T � ��oC� vp � ���� � ���
mm�s�
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Figure ��� JD���B �top�� T � 	oC� vp � ���� � ���
mm�s and JD���A �bottom��
T � �oC� vp � ���� � ���
mm�s�
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Figure �
� JD�
�� �top�� T � �oC� vp � 
�
� � ���
mm�s and T � 
oC�
vp � ���� � ����mm�s and T � 
oC� vp � ��

 � ����mm�s and FC
�� �bottom��
T � ����oC� vp � 
�
� � ���
mm�s�
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Figure ��� JD�
�� �top�� T � 	�oC� vp � ��� � ����mm�s and FC
�� �bottom��
T � ��oC� vp � 
�
� � ���
mm�s�
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Figure ��� F
�� �top�� T � ����oC� vp � 
�
� � ���
mm�s and FC
�� �bottom��
T � ����oC� vp � 
�
� � ���
mm�s�
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Figure ��� FC
�� �top�� T � ��oC� vp � ���� � ���
mm�s and T � ��oC�
vp � ��	� � ����mm�s and FC
�	 �bottom�� T � �oC� vp � ��
� � ���
mm�s�
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Figure �	� JD���C �top�� T � ��
oC� vp � ���� � ���
mm�s and FC
�� �bottom��
T � ��oC� vp � ��
� � ���
mm�s and T � ���oC� vp � ���� � ���
mm�s�
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C Stress versus strain curves

The stress vs� strain curves are displayed in this Appendix� The di�erential stress is given

in MPa� the strain in  � T denotes the average temperature obtained from the thermo�

couple readings� �� gives the strain�rate� For step test� all cycles are displayed together

and the corresponding conditions are given in the order the cycles were performed�
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Figure ��� JD�
�� �top�� T � ��oC� �� � � � ���
s�� and
JD���C �bottom�� T � 	
oC� �� � � � ���
s���
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Figure �� JD���B �top�� T � �oC� �� � � � ���
s�� and
JD�
�� �bottom�� T � ��oC� �� � � � ���
s���
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Figure ��� JD
��A �top�� T � �oC� �� � � � ���
s�� and
JD���B �bottom�� T � ���oC� �� � � � ���
s�� and T � ���oC� �� � � � ����s���
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Figure ��� JD���C �top�� T � 	
oC� �� � �����
s�� and �� � ������s�� and �� � �����
s��
and JD���B �bottom�� �� � � � ���
s��� T � �oC and T � ��oC and T � 	�oC�
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Figure ��� JD��B �top�� T � �	oC� �� � � � ����s�� and
JD���A �bottom�� T � ��oC� �� � � � ���
s�� and T � ���oC� �� � � � ���
s���
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Figure �
� JD�
�B �top�� T � �oC� �� � � � ����s�� and �� � � � ����s�� and
JD�
�A �bottom�� T � ���oC� �� �  � ���
s���
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Figure ��� JD���B �top�� T � ����oC� �� � � � ����s�� and
JD�	�A �bottom�� T � ��oC� �� � 
 � ����s�� and �� � 
 � ���
s���
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Figure ��� JD�	�B �top�� T � �oC� �� � � � ���
s�� and T � �
oC� �� � � � ���
s��
and T � 	�oC� �� � � � ���
s�� and JD�	�A �bottom�� T � �oC� �� � 
 � ����s�� and
�� � 
 � ���
s���
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Figure ��� JD���C �top�� T � ���oC� �� � 
 � ����s�� and
JD���B �bottom�� T � 	oC� �� � 
 � ����s���
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Figure �	� JD���A �top�� T � �oC� �� � � � ����s�� and JD�
�� �bottom��
T � �oC� �� � � �����s�� and T � 
oC� �� � � ����
s�� and T � 
oC� �� � � ����
s���
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Figure ��� JD�
�� �top�� T � 	�oC� �� � � � ����s�� and JD���C T � ��
oC�
�� � � � ����s���
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Figure �� JC�� �top�� T � �oC� �� � � � ���
s�� and
T � �oC� �� � � � ���
s�� and JC
�
 �bottom�� T � ����oC� �� � � � ���
s���
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Figure 
�� FC
�� �top�� T � ����oC� �� � � � ����s�� and FC
�� �bottom��
T � ��oC� �� � � � ����s���
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Figure 
�� FC
�� �top�� T � ����oC� �� � � � ����s�� and
FC
�� �bottom�� T � ����oC� �� � � � ����s���
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Figure 
�� FC
�� �top�� T � ��oC� �� �  � ���
s��
and T � ��oC� �� � � � ���
s�� and FC
�	 �bottom�� T � �oC� �� � � � ����s���
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Figure 

� FC
��� T � ��oC� �� � � � ����s�� and T � ���oC� �� � � � ����s���
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